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JURISDICTION
Jurisdiction of this appeal is vested in the Utah
Court of Appeals pursuant to UTAH CODE ANN. Section 782a(2)(d) (1992).
STATEMENT OF ISSUE ON APPEAL
Whether
relationship

the

trial

between

court

found

compensatory

a

damages

reasonable
and

the

liquidated damages awarded.

STANDARD FOR REVIEW
When findings are challenged, the Appellant must
marshall all evidence in favor of facts as found by the
trial court and demonstrate the evidence is insufficient
to support the findings of fact.

Saunders v. Sharp. 806

P.2d 198 (Utah App. 1991).
Concerning

the

issue of

liquidated

damages, the

Supreme Court of Utah has held, in Warner v. Rasmussenr
704

P.2d

559

(Utah

1985),

at

page

stipulation to liquidated damages for
is generally enforceable."

561,

that

"a

breach of contract

The court also went on to

state:
...[S]uch right should not be lightly interfered
with.
It is only when the forfeiture would be
grossly
excessive
as
to
be
entirely
disproportionate to any possible loss that might
have been contemplated, so that to enforce it
would shock the conscience, that a court of equity
will refuse to enforce the provision.
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8TATEMENT OF THE CASE
As a matter of convenience to the court, Appellee
will cite to the record in the same manner as Appellant
with the following clarifications:
1.

Although the original Earnest Money Agreement

was entered into between Appellee and Defendant Morris
Bledsoe, the subsequent addenda all identified the buyer
to include Appellant, BID Properties, Inc.
2.
that

The Findings of Fact clearly declare damages
were

suffered

by

Plaintiff

include

" (a)

approximately $20,000*00 in interest paid by Plaintiff
and (b) more than $3,000.00 in attorneys' fees Plaintiff
paid which were necessary to arrange for a short-term
loan Plaintiff needed after BID Properties defaulted on
the Earnest Money Agreement."
3.

(R.328, Finding #16).

Although Appellant refers to options to extend

the Earnest Money Agreement, Appellant never did exercise
either of the options.
4.

The subsequent sale to P & K Properties was more

risky and included a smaller down payment resulting in
damages

to

Appellee.

(R.465:1-5; T.126:1-5; R.328,

Finding #17).
5.

The damages actually suffered were in line with

the liquidated damages.

(R.465:15-466:8; T.126:15-127:8.

Also see R.417:15-418:14; T.78:15-79:14).
6.

Appellee did not profit from the P & K Agreement

or break even.

(R.464:19-21; T.125:19-21).

A.

NATURE OF THE CASE
1.

The case from which the present appeal arises,

involves an Earnest Money Agreement dated October 16,
1991 together with three addenda dated November 8, 1991,
November 12, 1991, and November 16, 1991, respectively.
The final of the three addenda removed

contingencies

placed in the October Earnest Money Agreement and prior
Addenda.
5.)

(Addenda A, B, C, and D; Trial Ex. 2, 3, 4, and

Appellant defaulted and told Appellee's agent that

Appellant was not going to go through with the contract.
(R.356:12-14; T.17:12-14; R.464:8-11; T.125:8-11).
2.

Thereafter, on or about December

6, 1991,

Appellee entered into an Earnest Money Sales Agreement
with P & K Properties ("P & K Agreement") which contained
a smaller down payment and required Appellee to carrying
back an All Inclusive Deed of Trust and Note.

(Addendum

E; Trial Ex. 6) The P & K Agreement closed on or about
January 1, 1992.
B.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS.
1.

On or about April 6, 1992, Appellee filed a

Complaint against Morris Bledsoe, an individual and BID
Properties, Inc., Appellant, to collect the liquidated
damages agreed to in the Earnest Money Agreement. (R.l11).
2.

On or about September 8, 1992, BID Properties,

Inc. filed its Answer and Counterclaim to which Appellee
responded on or about September 25, 1992. (R.35-47).

I
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3.

Default Judgment was entered against Morris

Bledsoe on May 14, 1992. (R.26).
4.

The trial was heard before the Honorable Dennis

Fuchs on June 24, and July 9, 1993.
5.

(R.337-460).

On July 15th, the parties returned to court to

receive the trial court's ruling.
6.

(R.461-470).

On October 4, 1993, the trial court heard the

objections

filed by

BID Properties, Inc., Appellant.

(R.471-493).
7.

On October 21, 1993, the court entered the

Findings

of

Fact,

against Appellant.
C.

Conclusions

of

Law,

and

Judgment

(R.326-332).

DISPOSITION IN THE COURT BELOW,
1.

The trial court found Appellant had breached the

Earnest

Money

damages

of approximately

entitled

to

Agreement,

liquidated

that

Appellee

$24,000.00
damages

of

had

suffered

and Appellee was
$15,000.00,

plus

interest and attorney fees of $5,484.00 pursuant to the
Earnest Money Agreement with Appellant.
RELEVANT FACTS WITH CITATION TO THE RECORD
1.

Defendants BID Properties, Inc. (Appellant) and

Morris Bledsoe signed and entered into an Earnest Money
Agreement with the Appellee as evidenced by Exhibits "2"
through "5" for the purchase of the real property

("the

subject property11) at 176 North Redwood Road, Salt Lake
City, Utah.

(R.326, Finding #1).
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2.

A term of the Earnest Money Agreement required that

$15,000.00 be paid and held as liquidated damages should
Appellant not close.
3.

(R.326, Finding #2).

Anthony DeGreef, a principal of Appellant, had

direct contact with Appellee and its agent and directly
negotiated

the

Agreement.

(R.327, Finding #3).

4.

clauses

Appellant,

set

forth

in the Earnest

through Anthony

Money

DeGreef, ultimately

removed all contingencies on November 16, 1991.

(R. 327,

Finding #4).
5.

Appellee and Appellant were all experienced in the

purchasing and selling of real property.

(R.327, Finding

#5).
6.

Appellant was not coerced to execute

the Earnest Money Agreement.
7.

Paul

Kip

any terms of

(R. 327, Finding #6).

requested

Appellant

to

deposit

$15,000.00 earnest money on several occasions.

the

(R.327,

Finding #7).
8.
deposit.
9.

Appellant never made the $15,000.00 earnest money
(R.327, Finding #8).
Appellant

failed to close the purchase of the

subject property for the reason that Appellant found another
project which it thought was a better deal.

(R.327, Finding

#9).
10.

In early December 1991, Mr. DeGreef told Kip Paul

that Appellant did not intend to close or honor the Earnest
Money Agreement.

(R.327, Finding #10).
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11.
damages

Appellee
which

suffered approximately

included

(a)

approximately

$24,0000.00 in
$20,000.00

in

interest paid by Appellee and (b) more than $3,000.00 in
attorney's
arrange

fees

for

a

Appellee

paid

short-term

which

loan

were

Appellee

necessary
needed

Appellant defaulted on the Earnest Money Agreement.

to

after
(R.328,

Finding #15).
12.
risky and

The subsequent sale to P & K Properties was more
included

damages to Appellee.
13.

resulting

in

(R. 328, Finding #16).

Appellant failed to show that Appellee did not

suffer any damages.
14.

a smaller down payment

(R.328, Finding #17).

At the time the Earnest Money was entered into it

was difficult to reasonably project what damages Appellee
could suffer in the event of Appellant's default and failure
to purchase the subject property.
15.

(R.329, Finding #18).

The $15,000.00 liquidated damage charge was not

excessive in that it was less than 1% of the total purchase
price, was not unconscionable, and was not out of line with
respect to the actual damages suffered by the Plaintiff.
(R.329, Finding #19).
16.

Plaintiff's actual damages exceeded the agreed

liquidated damages.
17.

The

(R.329,

Earnest

Conclusion #4).

Money

Agreement

clause and award are not unconscionable.
#7).

liquidated-damage
(R.330, Conclusion
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The

trial

court

clearly

found

that

Appellant,

Appellee, and Mr. Bledsoe, were extremely experienced in
the areas of purchasing and selling real property. The
damage clause was not a surprise to any party and was not
a cohesion clause.

(R.462:14-19; T.123:14-19).

The trial court also found that Appellee actually
suffered

and proved

damages

dollar-for-dollar,...that
each other,

"although

hard

to prove

[were] not out of line with

[and] that the $15,000.00 is appropriate

under the circumstances."

(R.466:5-8; T.127:5-8)

Furthermore, the trial court specifically found that
"[Appellant] failed to show that those [damages] were not
true damages or that they failed to show that [Appellee]
actually suffered no damages whatsoever from the...second
deal."

(R.465:23-466:1; T.126:23-127:1).
ARGUMENT
I

APPELLEE

PRODUCED

REASONABLE,

SUBSTANTIAL

AND

COMPETENT EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES PROVISION.
In Young Electric Sign Company v. United Standard West,
Inc.

755 P.2d

162

(Utah 1988), at page 164, the Utah

Supreme Court states as follows:
In general, contractual damages are measured by
the lost benefit of the bargain, i.e., by "the
amount necessary to place the nonbreaching party
in as good a position as if the contract had been
performed." Alexander v. Brown. 646 P.2d 692, 695
(Utah 1982). However, as a general rule, parties

8
to a contract may agree to liquidated damages in
the case of a breach, and such agreements are
enforceable if the amount of liquidated damages
agreed to is not disproportionate to the possible
compensatory damages and does not constitute a
forfeiture or a penalty. Madsen v. Anderson. 667
P.2d 44, 47 (Utah 1983).
Reasonable liquidated
damages provisions may reduce the cost of
litigation by obviating the expense entailed in
proving actual damages. If a liquidated damages
provision is enforceable, a plaintiff need not
prove actual damages. Robbins v. Finlay 645 P.2d
623, 627 (Utah 1982); see 5 Corbin on Contracts
Section 1062 (1964); 5 Williston on Contracts
Section 783 (3d ed 1961).
See generally United
States v. Bethlehem Steel Co. 205 U.S. 105, 119,
27 S.Ct. 450, 455, 51 L.Ed 731 (1907); United
States v. Le Roy Dyal Co.. 186 F.2d 460, 462, (3d
Cir. 1950), cert, denied, 341 U.S. 926, 71 S.Ct.
797, 95 L.Ed 1857 (1951).
The burden is on the
party who would avoid a liquidated damages
provision to prove that no damages were suffered
or that there is no reasonable relationship
between compensatory and liquidated damages. See
In re United Merchants and Manufacturers Inc. 674
F.2d 134 (2d Cir. 1982); McEnroe v. Morgan. 106
Idaho 326, 678 P.2d 595 (App. 1984); Illinworth v.
Bushgng, 61 Or. App 152, 656 P.2d 370 (1982),
aff'd, 297 Or. 675, 688 P.2d 879 (1984).
Harmon did not assert or prove that liquidated
damages were unreasonably disproportionate to
compensatory damages. Nor was there anything in
the contract providing for how the liquidated
damages would be computed that indicated that the
formula would provide an unreasonable result.
....

Accordingly, we conclude that the trial court
erred in requiring plaintiff to prove actual
damages and hold that the liquidated damages
provision should have been applied.
(our
emphasis)
Previously, in Warner v. Rasmussen, 704 P.2d 559 (Utah
1985), the Supreme Court of Utah, at Page 561 stated:
Under the basic principle of freedom of
contract, a stipulation to liquidated damages for
breach of contract is generally enforceable.

9
At Page 563, the court also stated:
Nevertheless, the amount forfeited $13,994.25,
is not unconscionable in comparison to the actual
damages of $10,575, excluding the award for rent.
As we stated in Jacobson v. Swan:
The parties have a right to [contract for
liquidated damages] and such right should not
be lightly interfered with. It is only when
the forfeiture would be so grossly excessive
as to be entirely disproportionate to any
possible
loss
that
might
have
been
contemplated, so that to enforce it would
shock the conscience, that a court of equity
will refuse to enforce the provision.
Here, the excess of the forfeiture over the actual
damages is under $3,420-about 6% of the sales
price. This amount does not rise to the level of
unconscionability as defined in our previous case,
(our emphasis)
In this particular case, the trial court received and
evaluated

the

two

Earnest

Money

Agreements

and

then

determined that Appellee did in fact suffer damages.
In the Court's Proceedings on July 15, 1993, the Court,
(R.464:19-467:8;

T.125:19-128:8)

after

determining

Appellant had defaulted on the agreement, stated:
I then go on—the court would then go on to
find that regards to damages that Mr. Manka
[Appellee] did suffer damages from the sale, he
did not end up ahead or even even. Damages based
upon the following: that the sale to...P & K, was
under different terms, that the risks involved in
the second sale were more substantial than the
risks involved in the first sale, that he had to
borrow money as a result of the default and the
second sale, not getting as much cash up front.
In regards to the note, the $10,000.00
payments, if I remember the testimony right, and
went back over my notes, Mr. Manka testified that
he only received two of those payments and then he
had to turn around and sell that note because he
needed the cash.

that

10

The Court found that of course Mr. Manka
would have gotten over 30% of the cash sale up
front, which were the terms with BID Properties
[Appellant] versus the small amount of cash
[Appellee] got up front with P & K Properties,
that [Appellee] had to borrow money, or excuse me,
he had to pay an attorney for arranging the loans
and the sales of notes , and this court did find
that
[Appellee's]
damages
approximated
the
$24,000.00 that was testified to by Mr. Manka.
I feel that [Appellant] failed to show that
those were not true damages or that they failed to
show that Mr. Manka actually suffered no damages
whatsoever from the...second deal.
Again, the contract was for $15,000.00
liquidated damage clause, and no cohesion clause,
both experienced; I find that the $15,000.00 that
was in the liquidated clause based on the
conjecture, the hard to prove, the $24,000.00 that
was testified to by Mr. Manka, although hard to
prove, dollar-for-dollar, is...not out of line
with
each
other, that
the
$15,000.00
is
appropriate under the circumstances. (R.464:19466:8; T.125:19-127:8).

The Court also finds that based on some of
those Court cases [cited by counsel] that looking
at this in reality, I find that the $15,000.00 is
in line with the 24,000.00 that was testified to;
even if that wasn't the case, that the 15,000.00
happens to be less than 1% of the total purchase
price of this whole deal, which I don't find to be
out of line anyway. (R.467:3-8; T.128:3-8).
In addition, testimony

of

Bruce Manka

reveals the

following evidence to support the trial court's ruling:
(1)

Promissory Note for $23,736.36.

A promissory note

(Addendum F, Trial Exhibit 7) was signed by Appellee on
November 20, 1991 for repayment of

money borrowed for

capital improvements to the subject property.

Interest

accrued on the note that would not have accrued if Appellant
had not reneged on the Earnest Money Agreement.
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Mr. Manka, the General Partner of Appellee testified as
follows:
a.
signed,

Mr. Elgaren:
did

you

And after the Earnest Money had been

enter

into

any

promissory

note

or

obligations?
Mr. Manka:

Yeah.

Well, what had happened is, is that

we had put a huge amount of money into the property in
capital improvements.

We had borrowed monies from other

projects that we were doing and felt that it was necessary/
for

proper

bookkeeping,

to

officially

write

those

as

promissory notes from that property to the other property.
(R.386:5-12; T.47:5-12).
b.

Mr. Elggren:

And was—did you enter into this

particular promissory note [Addendum F, Exhibit "7"] because
you were expecting to be paid off at the end of the year
from the BID Properties purchase?
Mr. Manka:

We could sign this with confidence because

we knew that we were closing on the property.

(R.387:18-22;

T.48:18-22).
c.

Mr. Elggren:

And did you in fact get the property

closed, as far as the sale to P & K?
Mr. Manka:

Yes. We did.

Mr. Elggren:

And after that time, did you incur any

damages or have any problems with your cash flow because you
weren't able to get cash off the property?
Mr. Manka:

Yeah.

Well, we...needed to be able to

repay some of the promissory notes that we had made or

monies that we had borrowed....

(R.388:17-389:1; T.49:17-

50:1).
(2)

Cumminqs Collateral Agreement.

To repay the above

note and other obligations on the property, Appellee had to
sell the P & K Note.

Had Appellant closed and cashed out

Appellee, as agreed, the Cummings Collateral Agreement would
not have been necessary.
a.

Mr. Manka:

Testimony was as follows:

....I borrowed against the [P & K]

note, first.
Mr. El gar en:

Let me show you what's been marked as

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8 and ask you if you can identify the
same.
Mr. Manka:

Thank you.

Yeah.

This was—what I did is

I—I want to a lender, I was looking for a lender to borrow
against the note to repay some of the debts that were coming
due.

A gentlemen named Mark Cummings came up, and said yes,

what I will do is I will lend you money against that [P & K]
note.

And he lent us money against that note and which this

collateral agreement expresses.
....

(Exhibit "8" was admitted into evidence.)
Mr. Elggren:

Did you have to pay a substantial penalty

to borrow the money from Mr. Cummings?
Mr. Manka:

Yes.

I—yes, we did.

We had to pay him

$10,000.00 up front to borrow the money and we had legal
expenses, I believe of about $3,000.00.
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Mr. El gar en;

Now, what was the interest rate on the

note, Exhibit 8?
Mr. Manka:

I believe it came out to about 20—well, it

depends on how you figure it.

If you figure it with the

$10,000.00, it comes out, I think, to around 34 percent.

If

you figure the $10,000.00 as points, I think it was 24
percent plus the $10,000.00.
Mr. El gar en:

Now, had you been able to cash out the

property at the end

of December

[as].. .agreed with BID

Properties, would you have had to borrow this money?
Mr. Manka:

Absolutely not.

Mr. Elggren:

You mentioned you incurred some legal

fees' is that correct?
Mr. Manka:

That's right.

Mr. Elggren:

I show you what has been marked as

Plaintiff's Exhibit 9—
Mr. Manka:

I believe I did, you know, I —

Mr. Elggren:

Okay.

I show you what has been marked as

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9 —
Mr. Manka:

Okay.

Mr. Elggren:
Mr. Manka:
who

—and ask if you can identify the same?

Yeah.

This is a statement from my attorney

Keith Meade of Cohne, Rappaport & Segal, itemizing

expenses of over $3,000.00, working to find—helping to find
either a loan or a buyer of my note, that was the P & K
note.

Mr. Elaaren:

Okay.

I offer Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 9 to

be received into evidence.
Mr. Shapiro;

No objection, your Honor.

The Court:

Be admitted.

(Whereupon, Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 9 was received into evidence.)
Mr. Elaaren:

Would you have had to incur those legal

expenses had you been cashed out in December?
Mr. Manka:

Absolutely not.

Mr. Elaaren:

So, just between those two items alone,

you have the $10,000.00 in points, you have the $3,000.00 in
attorney's

fees,

which

is

approximately

$13,000.00

as

damages, you say you would not have had to incur otherwise
had the BID Properties deal gone through; is that correct?
Mr. Manka:

That's correct.

(R.389:8-391:21; T.50:8-

52:21).
(3)

Payments from P & K.

Appellee, under the P & K

Note, was to receive $10,000.00 per month for interest.
That money did not result in profit to Appellee. Payments
from P & K merely went to service the first and second
mortgage and obligations on the property.
profit to Appellee.

They were not

With respect to payments that came in

from P & K, Mr. Mr. Manka testified as follows:
a.

Mr. Manka:

So, what I believe we have here

[making reference to the $10,811.00 payment on the deposit
slip dated January 14, 1992] is the payment to us for that
AIT [All-inclusive Trust] Deed [with P & K ] .

I believe

that...the $10,811.00 payment[s] are those payments that BID

15
Properties paid to us which then had to go to pay the first
and second existing trust deeds.
b.

Mr. Manka:

(R.403:14-19; T.64:14-19).

...[W]e did not start to receive our

$10,000.00 payments until May.
Mr. Shapiro:
Mr. Manka:

Okay.
Because the other [monies from P & K] were

going towards debts that were incurred before the sale that
they were then making direct payments out of what would have
been our interest payments, s o —
Mr. Shapiro:
Mr. Manka:

How—
—but until that point, we never received

any.
Mr. Shapiro:

How—how much interest payments did you

receive on the take-back note?
Mr. Manka:

On the take-back note?

Mr. Shapiro:
Mr. Manka:

On—

On the $640,000.00?
I think that we received...two $10,000.00

payments, and after that, we had sold the note.

So, we had

gotten two.
Mr. Shapiro:
Mr. Manka:

So you only got two payments?

That's right.

Mr. Shapiro:

And your earnest money agreement you

entered into was for six interest payments of $10,000.00 a
piece?
Mr. Manka:

That's right.

And the reason for that was

that the earnest money of $20,000.00 did not cover the
expenses plus the debt that was on record, such as back

taxes and things like that, so those interest payments,
original interest payments went to cover expenses that if I
would have sold it to BID Properties, it would have been
covered in that sale.
c.

(R.404:17-405:20; T.65:17-66:20).

Monthly interest paid by Appellee on the Cummings

note was $2,200.00 a month.

The transcript reveals as

follows:
Mr. Shapiro: So, you—do you have any figures as to how
much interest you paid on this note [the Cummings note]
before it was satisfied?
Mr. Manka:

No.

Mr. Shapiro:
Mr. Manka:

I'm n o t —

What did—
But I—I would say this, that it w a s — w e —

we owed $2,200.00 a month and it—it would have been paid
from the proceeds at the closing of the sale of the P & K
note.

So that would be the interest from when this was

entered into until the sale of the note, probably in the
first few days of June. (R.410:10-19; T.71:10-19).
(4)

Damages

summarized.

In

reading

direct

examination, the damages were again set forth on pages 78
and 79 of the Transcript as follows:
a.

Mr. Elqgren:

Mr. Mr. Manka, if I'm understanding

correctly, basically what you're asserting today is that had
you closed either December 31st or two months later with BID
Properties as they had agreed to in their earnest money,
that you would not have had to enter into the Cummings note?
Mr. Manka:

That's correct.
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Mr. Elaaren;

Would you have had to enter into the—or

incur the attorney's fees to enter into the Cummings note?
Mr. Manka;

I would not.

Mr. Elaaren:

And that you show as being a sum in

excess of $15,000.00; isn't that correct?
Mr. Manka:

That's correct.

Mr. Elaaren:

And also the sale to BID Properties was

substantially riskier which could cause—could have possibly
caused you additional damages and losses versus being cashed
out of the property; is that correct?
Mr. Manka:
Mr.

That's correct.

Elaaren:

And

that's why

you

entered

into a

liquidated damages clause?
Mr. Manka:

That's right.

That, and also most of the

damages are done in something like this are ones of one's
goods name, lost opportunities that one can't articulate
because one isn't doing it, reputations with lenders; these
are all things that—that you can't put a dollar number to,
but have a real financial affect on you.

(R.417:15-418:14;

T.78:15-79:14)
(5)

Court findings re:

damages. After reviewing all

of the testimony provided, and the fact that Appellant did
not show that the damages were not true damages or were not
actually suffered by Appellee, the trial court ruled that
all three of the parties involved in the transaction were
"extremely

experienced

selling property",

that

in

the

areas

"the damage

of

purchasing

clause

came

and

as no

surprise to any of them", that the liquidated damage clause
was

"not

a

cohesion

clause

in

[the

Earnest

Money]

agreement...[that Appellant] never made the payment as was
included

in

the

Earnest

Money

Agreement

and

in

fact,

[Appellant] was requested to make so numerous times and
failed to ever deposit the money.

(R.462:14-25; T.123:14-

25) .
Furthermore, beginning on page 125 of the Transcript,
Judge Fuchs clearly stated:
...[T]he Court would then go on to find that
regards

to damages

that

Mr*

Manka

did

suffer

damages from the sale, he did not end up ahead or
even even.

Damages based on the following:

that

the sale to [P & K]...was under different terms,
that the risks involved in the second sale were
more substantial than the risks involved in the
first sale, that he had to borrow money as a
result of the default and the second sale, not
getting as much cash up front.
In

regards

to

the

note,

the

$10,000.00

payments, if I remember the testimony right I went
back over my notes, Mr. Manka testified that he
only received two of those payments and then he
had to turn around and sell that note because he
needed the cash.
Obviously you brought out, Mr. Shapiro, that
he might have had to do that anyway,

but this was

a fact of what did happen, it's not speculation,
it

is

something

that

happened

because

BID

Properties defaulted on their sale.
The Court

found that of course Mr. Manka

would have gotten over 30 percent of the cash sale
up front, which were the terms with BID Properties
versus the small amount of cash he got up front
with P & K Properties, that he had to borrow
money, or excuse me, he had to pay an attorney for
arranging the loans and the sales of the notes,
and

this

Court

did

find

that

his

damages

approximated the $24,000.00 that was testified to
by Mr. Manka.
I

feel

that

plaintiff—or

excuse

me,

defendant failed to show that those were not true
damages or that they failed to show that Mr. Manka
actually suffered no damages whatsoever from the
best—from the second deal.
Again,

the

contract

was

for

$15,000.00

liquidated damage clause, and no cohesion clause,
both experienced; I find that the $15,000.00 that
was

in

the

liquidated

clause

based

on

the

conjecture, the hard to prove, the $24,000.00 that
was testified to by Mr. Manka, although hard to
prove dollar-for-dollar, is—that they're not out

of line with each other, that the $15,000.00 is
appropriate under the circumstances.
....

And so, I mean, I would have to say here that
even if the $24,000.00 wasn't proven,

I would

probably still go ahead and uphold the $15,000.00
liquidated damage clause and tell the Court of
Appeals or the Supreme Court that if they want to
overturn it, they can overturn it; but I do feel
that some financial damages were suffered, even if
they can't be specific in nature, there was a
difference in risk, there was a difference in the
way the money came in and I feel that that is
damages

that would

have

been

suffered

by

the

plaintiff.
The Court also finds that based on some of
those

court

cases,

that

looking

at

this

in

reality, I find that the $15,000.00 is in line
with the $24,000.00 that was testified to; but
even

if that wasn't

the

case, the

$15,000.00

happens to be less than one percent of the total
purchase price of this whole deal, which I don't
find to be out of line anyway.
price,

I

think,

was

one

The purchase

million

seven

something—something in that neighborhood.
Mr. Elggren:

1.7 million.

or
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The Court:

1.7 million, and the $15,000.00,

I didn't figure it out exactly, but I know it
comes out to be less than one percent of the—of
the total purchase price.

So I don't find that

the liquidated damage clause is unconscionable in
and of itself.

(R.464:19-467:16; T.125:19-128:16)

In line with the general principal asserted in Young
Electric Sign Co. v. United Standard West, Inc., 755 P.2d
162 (Utah 1988), cited above, the trial court determined
that

the

liquidated

damage

provision

is

enforceable.

Although Appellee did show specific damages, Appellee did
not need to prove actual damages.

Furthermore, Appellant

has not shouldered its burden of showing that "no damages
were suffered or that there is no reasonable relationship
between compensatory and liquidated damages" and "did not
assert or prove that liquidated damages were unreasonably
disproportionate to compensatory damages.

Nor was there

anything in the contract providing for how the liquidated
damages would be computed that indicated that the formula
would provide an unreasonable result." Id. page 164.
As articulated in Warner v. Rasmussen.

704 P.2d 559

(Utah 1985) at Page 561, the Utah Supreme Court, states:
The parties have a right to [contract for
liquidated damages] and such right should not be
lightly interfered with.
It is only when the
forfeiture would be so grossly excessive as to be
entirely disproportionate to any possible loss
that might have been contemplated, so that to
enforce it would shock the conscious, that a court
of equity will refuse to enforce the provision.
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In this particular case, the trial court found that the
actual damages were actually greater than the liquidated
damages.

Furthermore, the trial court also found that the

liquidated damage clause was for an amount for less than one
percent of the entire purchase price.
Accordingly, the trial court has applied the proper law
and facts in substantiating its finding.
Appellant claimed that the $60,000.00 in interest on
the P & K Note would leave a $36,000.00 profit for Appellee.
However, as testified to, and set forth above, the money
that P & K was paying was used to satisfy obligations on the
first and second mortgage, taxes and other obligations that
were incurred because of Appellants breach.

Had Appellant

performed under its contract, those particular obligations
would not have resulted in the interest payments and fees
that Appellee incurred because of Appellant's default.
CONCLUSION
The Appellant's claim that there was excess "profit" to
Appellee cannot be substantiated.

Payments made by P & K

were used to make payment of the first and second mortgage,
taxes,

plus

expenses

for

interest

and

attorney's

fees

incurred because of Appellant's breach.
Furthermore, the trial court specifically reviewed all
of the

evidence and

Appellee.

The

trial

found specific
court

did

damages suffered by

not

find

the

damages

disproportionate or sufficient to "shock the conscience" and
therefore the ruling of the lower court should stand.
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Appellee should
connection

with

also be awarded attorney's

this

Appeal,

pursuant

to

the

fees in
contract

between the parties.
DATED this 14th day of April, 1994.
ELGGREN & VAJJ DYKE
Stephen B. Elggren
Attorney for BID Properties
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby

certify

that a true and correct

copy of

Appellee's Brief was hand delivered on April 15, 1994, to:
Bruce H. Shapiro
BRUCE H. SHAPIRO, P.C.
3760 South Highland Drive #200
Salt Lake City, tJT,84106
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EARNEST M O N L t
Legerit i
i'es (Xj
T h i s Is a legally b i n d i n g c o n t r a c t

Ui •

Read the e n t i r e d o c u m e n t carefully before s i g n i n g .

GENERAL PROVISIONS
(Sections)

t=LT
tOUM MOUSMQ
OPPO*tUNM T

J INCLUDED ITEMS, Unless excluded herein, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the following Items if presently attached to the property, plumbing, heating,
air-conditioning and ventilating fixtures and equipment, water heater, built-in appliances, light fixtures and bulbs, bathroom fixtures, curtains and draperies and rods, window and door screens, storm doors, window blinds, awnings, installed television antenna, wall-to-wall carpets, water softener, automatic garage door opener and transmittor (s), fo 11 c i ng, t rnea and s h r 11 bs,
B. INSPECTION. Unless otherwise indicated, Buyer agrees that Buyer Is purchasing said properly upon Buyer's own examination and judgment and not by reason
of any representation made to Buydr by Seller or the Listing or Selling Brokerage as to its condition, size, location, present value, future value, income herefrom or as
to its production. Buyer accepts the property in "as is" condition subject to Seller's warranties as outlined in Section 6. In the event Buyer desires any additional inspection,
said inspection shall be allowed by Seller but arranged for and paid by Buyer.
C. SELLER WARRANTIES. Seller warrants that: (a) Seller has received no claim nor notice of any building or zoning violation concerning the property which has not
or will not be remedied prior to closing; (b) all obligations against the property including taxes, assessments, mortgages, liens or other encumbrances of any nature si nail
be brought current on or before closing; and (c) the plumbing, healing, air conditioning and ventilating systems, electrical systom, and appliances shall be sow id or ti i
satisfactory working condition at closing.
CONDITION OF W E L L . Seller warrants that any privato well serving the property has, to the best of Seller's knowledge, provided an adquate supply of water and
contiimod use of the well or wells is authorized by a state permit or other legal water right,
E. CONDITION OF SEPTIC TANK, Seller warrants that any septic tank serving the propet ty Is, to the best of Seller's knowledge, in good working order and Seller
has no knowledge of any needed repairs and it meets all applicable government health and construction standards,
IP ACCELERATION CLAUSE. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer written \ erlflcation as to whether or not any notes, mortgages,
deeds of trust or real estate contracts against ttie property require the consent of the holder of such instrument(s) to the sale of the property or permit the holder to raise
the interest rate and/or declare Ibe entire balance due in the event of sale. If any such document so providus and holder does not wulvo II10 unmet or unconditionally
approve the sale, Buyer shall have the option to declare this Agreement null and void by giving written notice to Seller or Seller's ugent prior to closing. In such cusu,
all earnest money received under this Agreement shall be returned to Buyer. It Is understood and agreed that if provisions for said " D u e on Sale" clause are set forth
In Section 7 herein, alternatives allowed herein shall become null and void.
G. TITLE INSPECTION. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer either an abstract of title brought current with an attorney's opinion
or a preliminary title report on the subject property. Prior to closing, Buyer shall give written notice to Seller or Seller's agent, specifying reasonable objections to title.
Thereafter, Seller shall be required, through escrow at closing, to cure the defect(s) to which B^uyer has objected, If said defect(s) is not. curable through an escrow agreement at closing, this Agreement shall be null and void at the option of the Buyer, and all monies received herewith shall be returned to the respective parties.
H TITLE INSURANCE. If title insurance is elected, Seller authorizes the Listing Brokerage to order a preliminary commitment for a policy of title insurance to be issued
by such title Insurance company as Seller shall designate. Title policy to be issued shall contain no exceptions other than those provided for in said standard form, and
the encuimbrances or defects excepted under the final contract of sale. If title cannot be made so insurable through an escrow agreement at closing, the earnest money
shall, unless Buyer elects to waive such defects or encumbrances, be refunded to Bi Iyer, and this Agreement shall theret ipon be terminated. Seller agrees to pay any
cancellation charge.
I. EXISTING TENANT LEASES. If Buyer is to take title subject to an existing lease or leases, Seller agrees to provide to Buyer not less than five (5) days prior to closing
a copy of all existing leases (and any amendments thereto) affecting the property. Unless reasonable written objection is given by Buyer to Seller or Seller's agent prior
to closing, Buyer shall take title subject to such leases. If the objections) Is not remedied at or prior to closing, this Agreement shall be null and void.
J. CHANGES DURING T R A N S A C T I O N . During the pendency of this Agreement, Seller agrees that no changes in any existing leases shall be made, nor new leases
entered into, nor shall any substantial alterations or improvements be made or undertaken without the written consent of the Buyer.
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EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
^es(X)

Legend

EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT

No(0)

10-16-91

DATE
The undersigned Buyer

Morris Bledsoe

__ hereby deposits with Brokerage

as EARNEST MONEY the amount of Fifteen Thousand
in the form of. C h e c k t o
b e deposited upon acceptance
which shall be deposited in accordance with applicable State Law

United Property Investments 272-9347
Brokerage

. Dollars ($

15.OQQ.00 i

Received by.

Phone Number
OFFER TO PURCHASE

1. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION The above stated EARNEST MONEY is given to secure and apply on the purchase of the property situated at 1 7 6
a a i i :
County of
in the City of
SLC
S a l t -Li^Ke
Lake

North

Redwood Road

Utan

subject to any restrictive covenants, zoning regulations, utility or other easements or rights of way, government patents or state deeds of record approved by Buyer in
accordance with Section G Said property is owned by

as sellers, and is more particularly described

as

.

CHECK APPLICABLE BOXES
•

UNIMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

X 3 IMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

•

Vacant Lot

D Commercial

•

Vacant Acreage

•

Residential

•

•

Other

Condo

XXOther

1 ?fi

Apt--

nnjf-.g

(a) Included items. Unless excluded below, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the items shown in Section A if presently attached to the property
The foliowlna personal orooertv shall also be included in this sale and conveyed under separate Bill of Sale with warranties as to title .
(b) Excluded Items The following items are specifically excluded from this sale .
(c) CONNECTIONS, UTILITIES AND OTHER RIGHTS. Seller represents that the property includes the following improvements in the purchase once
j{3 public sewer

j 0 connected

D well

D septic tank

D connected

O irrigation water / secondary system

Q other sanitary system
j£3 public water
•

# of shares

D connected

(d) Survey. A certified survey •

D other

} £ 2 electricity

EJmaster antenna

C3 conneciwu

D ingress & egress by private easement

Company

j£} TV antenna
j p natural gas

S3 connected

private water

D connected

>££ dedicated road S paved
5 prewired

5 curb and gutter

j£3 connected

•

shall be furnished at the expense of

,

other rights

^

.prior to closing, D

shall not be furnished

(e) Buyer Inspection. Buyer has made a visual inspection of the property and subject to Section 1 (c) above and 6 below, accepts It in its present physical
condition, except

2 PURCHASE PRICE AND FINANCING. The total purchase price for the property la O n e
Thousand

M i l l i o n

Seven

Hundred

Dollars ($ 1 , 7 5 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

&

F i f t y

) which shall be paid as follows-

which represents the aforedescribed EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT
representing the approximate balance of CASH DOWN PAYMENT, at closing.
representing the approximate balance of an existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrance to be assumed by buyer,
which obligation bears interest at *
which include

$85,QQQ

GJ principal,

u

% per annum with monthly payments of $

E3 Interest,

D taxes, I D Insurance

XKJ

* °- L

D condo fees,

x

D other

___

representing the approximate balance of an additional existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrances to be
assumed by Buyer which obligation bears interest at
which include

£&• principal,

Q$ interest

° •5

D taxes,

o^ p er annum with monthly payments of $
D insurance,

D condo fees

•

861 »00

other

representing balance, If any, including proceeds from a new mortgage loan, or seller financing, to be paid as follows

,

other 615,000 i s cash to mortgage
$ i

f

75Q

f

Q o A TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE

If Buyer is required to assume an underlying obligation (in which case Section F shall also apply) and/or obtain outside financing, Buyer agrees to use best efforts
to assume and/or procure same and this offer is made subject to Buyer qualifying for and lending institution granting said assumption and/or financing Buyer agrees
to make application within
an interest rate not to exceed

days after Seller s acceptance of this Agreement to assume the underlying obligation and/or obtain the new financing at
% If Buyer does not qualify for the assumption and/or financing within

days after Seller s acceptance

of this Agreement this Agreement shall be voidable at the option of the Seller upon written notice Seller agrees to pay up to
points not to exceed $
Page two of a four page form

In addition seller agrees to pay $
Seller's Initials

^

)

Date.

mortgage loan discount

to be used for Buyer s other loan costs

Buyer's Initials {/ID)
•M (

)

Date

/P-/4-*?/

3 CONDITION AND CONVEYANCE OF TITLE oeller represents that Seller $} holds title to the property in fee simple D is purchasing the property unclei a
estate contract Transfer of Seller s ownership interest shajR)e made as set forth in Section S Seller agrees to furnish good and marketable title to the property subje t
to encumbrances and exceptions noted herein evidenced byjf] a current policy of title insurance In the amount of purchase price D an abstract of title brought current
with an attorney s opinion (See Section H)
4 INSPECTION OF TITLE In accordance with Section G Buyer shall have the opportunity to inspect the title to the subject property prior to closing Buyer shall take title
subject to any existing restnctlve covenants, including condominium restrictions (CC &Rs) Buyer u has u has not reviewed any condominium CC & R s pnor to signing this Agreement
5 VESTING OF TITLE Title shall vest in Buyer as follows D i r e c t e d a t
Closing
—

126 - Rglijggerators,

6 SELLERS WARRANTIES. In addition to warranties contained in Section C, the following items are also warranted

S t o v e s , D i s h g g s h e r s , Ect» i n working o r d e f
Exceptions to the above and Section C shall be limited to the following
7 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CONTINGENCIES. This offer is made subject to the following special conditions and/or contingencies which must be satisfied

pnor to closing "1 ^ I n s p e c t i o n o f p r o p e r t y / ' l e a s e a g r e e m e n t s , and a c t u a l e x p e n s e s
2» Impound a c c o u n t s w i l l be aceitefl4fieflo buye-r- t a x e s & i n s n r a n r p

3. Closing at Founders
4. UPI"3% Commissions

8 CLOSING OF SALE. This Agreement shall be closed on or before 9 0

days

from

diCQ% 19 9 1

at a reasonable location to be designated by

Seller, subject to Section Q Upgn demand, Buyer shall deposit with the escrow closing office ail documents necessary to complete the purchase in accordance with
this Agreement Prorations set forth in Section R shall be made as of

•

9 POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver possession to Buyer on D a t e

date of possession E date of closing •
Of

Closing

other

unless extended by written agreement of parties

10 AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At the signing of this Agreement the listing agent K i p P a u l
represents^}?) Seller ( ) Buyer,
and the selling agent . U P I
represents ( ) Seller ( X ) Buy^r Buyer and Seller confirm that prior to signing this Agreement
written disclosure of the agency relationships) was provided to him/hen $ $ ? ) (n™) Buyer's initials c s p H T ^ ) Seller's initials
11 GENERAL PROVISIONS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED7ABOVE, THE GENERAL PROVISION SECTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF HAVE BEEN
ACCEPTED BY THE BUYER AND SELLER AND ARE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT BY REFERENCE
12 AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE AND TIME LIMIT FOR ACCEPTANCE. Buyer offers to purchase the property on the above terms and conditions Seller shall
have u n t i l 5 : 0 0
/A^/£M) 1 0 - 2 1
MONEY tdthe guvei. « i

, 19 9 1

T

to accept this offer Unless accepted, this offer shall lapse and the Agent shall return the EARNEST

(Buyer s Signature)

(Date)

(Address)

(Phone)

(SSNTTAX ID)

(Buyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Address)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

CHECK ONE
• ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer on the terms and conditions specified above.
D^EJECTIONr Seller hereby REJECTS the foregoing offer

(Seller's initials)

2^J COUNTER OFFER Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer SUBJECT TO the exceptions or modifications as specified below or In the attached Addendum, and
presents said COUNTER OFFER for Buyer's acceptance Buyer shall have until A ^tJO
(AM/^Mp
\{\ t "W^
<jg *%/
to accept the terms
specified below

ZL

i^fzktAj

(Seller s Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

(Address)

(Phone)

fSSN/TAX ID)

(Seller's Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

(Address)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

CHECK ONE
D ACCEPTANCE OF COUNTER OFFER Buyer heieby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER
Q REJECTION Buyer hereby REJECTS the COUNTER OFFER
(Buyer's Initiate)
•

COUNTER OFFER Buyer hereby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER with modifications on attached Addendum

(Buyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

(Buyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

DOCUMENT RECEIPT
State Law requires Broker to furnish Buyer and Seller with copies of this Agreement bearing all signatures (One of the following alternatives must therefor© be completed)
A • I acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures
...

,R

kt)b——

SIGNATURE OF BUYEB

-f^ff*
IX

J U I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures to be mailed cm _
wtifled Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the f l Seller I"! Buyer Sent by
» three of a four page form

______________

-<£-

Date
Oats
.

19.

.by

K. AUTHORITY OF S I G N A T O R S . If Buyer or Seller is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, or other entity, the person executing this Agreement on its behalf warrants
his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer or Seller.
L. C O M P L E T E AGREEMENT — NO O R A L AGREEMENTS. This instrument constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes and cancels any
and all prior negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or agreements between the parties. There are no oral agreements which modify or affect this agreement. This Agreement cannot be changed except by mutual written agreement of the parties.
M. COUNTER OFFERS. Any counter offer made by Seller or Buyer shall be in writing and, if attached hereto, shall incorporate all the provisions of this Agreement
not expressly modified or excluded therein.
N. D E F A U L T / I N T E R P L E A D E R A N D A T T O R N E Y ' S FEES. In the event of default by Buyer, Seller may elect to either retain the earnest money as liquidated damages
or to institute suit to enforce any rights of Seller. In the event of default by Seller, or if this sale fails to closeTbecause of Trie nonsa'tistaction o r a n y e x p r e s s condition
or contingency to which the sale is subject pursuant to this Agreement (other than by virtue of any default by Buyer), the earnest money deposit shall be returned to
Buyer. Both parties agree that should either party default in any of the covenants or agreements herein contained, the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses.
Including a reasonable attorney's fee, which may arise or accrue from enforcing or terminating this Agreement or In pursuing any remedy provided hereunder or by applicable law, whether such remedy Is pursued by filing suit or otherwise. In the event the principal broker holding the earnest money deposit Is required to file an interpleader action in court to resolve a dispute over the earnest money deposit referred to herein, the Buyer and Seller authorize the principal broker to draw from the
earnest money deposit an amount necessary to advance the costs of bringing the interpleader action. The amount of deposit remaining after advancing those costs shall
be interpleaded into court in accordance with state law. The Buyer and Seller further agree that the defaulting party shall pay the court costs and reasonable attorney's
fees incurred by the principal broker in bringing such action.
O. A B R O G A T I O N . Except for express warranties made in this Agreement, execution and delivery of final closing documents shall abrogate this Agreement.
P. RISK OF L O S S . All risk of loss or damage to the property shall be borne by the Seller until closing. In the event there is loss or damage to the property between
the date hereof and the date of closing, by reason of fire, vandalism, flood, earthquake, or acts of God, and the cost to repair such damage shall exceed ten percent
(10%) of the purchase price of the property. Buyer may at his option either proceed with this transaction if Seller agrees in writing to repair or replace damaged property
prior to closing or declare this Agreement null and void. If damage to property is less than ten percent (10%) of the purchase price and Seller agrees in writing to repair
or replace and does actually repair and replace damaged property prior to closing, this transaction shall proceed as agreed.
O 1IMI7 IS OF E S S F N C E - U N A V O I O A n i . E D F L A Y . In the event thnl this sale cannot bo closed by tho dale provided hot pin lUw to interruption of transport, strikes,
!li«». Monti, c x l i o m e weather, qovemmoetal lotjulnllons, delays caused by londoi. acts ol H o d , or simllai ocnui fences beyond the control ol Huyor or Seller, then the closing
dnle shall he extended seven (/) days beyond cessation of such rendition, but In no event inoro time lllteon (IJ>) days beyond tho closing dale provided herein. Thereafter,
time is ol the essence This piovision relates only to the extension of closing dates. " C l o s i n g " shall mean the dote on which all necessary instruments are signed and
delivered by all parties to the transaction.
R. CLOSING COSTS. Seller and Buyer shall each pay one-half (Vi) of the escrow closing fee, unless otherwise required by the lending institution. Costs of providing
title insurance or an abstract brought current shall be paid by Seller. Taxes and assessments for the current year, insurance, if acceptable to the Buyer, rents, and interest
on assumed obligations shall be prorated as set forth in Section 8. Unearned deposits on tenancies and remaining mortgage or other reserves shall be assigned to Buyer
at closing.
S REAL PROPERTY CONVEYANCING. If this agreement is for conveyance of fee title, title shall be conveyed by warranty deed free of defects other than those excepted herein. If this Agreement is for sale or transfer of a Seller's interest under an existing real estate contract, Seller may transfer by cither (a) special warranty deed,
containing S e l l e r s assignment of said contract m form sufficient to convey after acquired title or (b) by a new real estate contract incorporating the said existing real
estate contract therein.
T NOTICE. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, any notice expressly required by it must be given no later than two days after the occurrence or non-occurrence
of the event with respect to which notice is required. If any such timely required notice is not given, the contingency with respect to which the notico was to be given
is automatically terminated and this Agreement Is in full force and effect. If a person othor than the Buyer or the Soller is designated to roceivo notice on behalf of the
Buyer or the Seller, notice to the person so designated shall be considered notice to the party designating that person lor receipt of notice.
U. B R O K E R A G E . For purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term, " B r o k e r a g e " shall mean the respective listing or selling real estate office.
V. D A Y S . For the purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term, " d a y s " shall mean business or working days exclusive of legal holidays.
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ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
This A D D E N D U M / C O U N T E R OFFER constitutes

fcs)

a COUNTER OFFER

(

| an A D D E N D U M to that EARNEST MONEY

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the _4| B £tfe— day of „ _ D c t Q b f t r

,ifrl/Vy TiTn p r r r ^

Tnr.

-

asbuyerfs} and

Page 1 of 2

_ 1 9 B 1 _ _ between J j O ^ r i 3

RedMOod^itd-yMaiika

,

Bledsoe

asseller(s),

covering reaf property described as follows

1 7 b Morth Rj»dwnnd Road

v

S a l t Lake City, DT

The following terms are hereby incorporated as part of THE AGREEMENT

1»

Sales price to be $1,775*000— cash tp existing mortgage

2*

Seller to convey via all-inclusive Trust D*><*3 wrapping nmtin^ exiqtirg 1st
mortgage and 2nd mortgage as detailed in Earnest Money Agreement. All
terms, balances, payments, etc., of the ATTD are to mirror those of the

existing 1st and 2nd mortgages.
-^ Buyer shall have until 11/29/91 to complete all due diligence, including
•Ifroma listed in Paragraph 7 of Earnest MOnev» Upon removal of Buyer's
contingencies, Buyer shall deposit the $15»000.00 Earnest MOnev which shall
be
Become non-refundable and shall be paid to Seller and liquidated damages shoult
-Buyer pot WK>set
4, During the contingency period, the Buyer and the Seller agree that
the Seller ha# the right to continue to offer the property for salesand
to accept offers subject to the rights of the Buyer.

If the Seller accepts

such an -offer, the Seller must notify the Buyer in writing within 48 hours
All other terms of T H E AGREEMENT shall remain the same. (
[ \ ' '

Date—

19

-<5V

( A M /FYfJ)

f , to accept the terms specified above Unless so accepted this Addendum shall lapse

_ 11

Time _

) Seller (>/) Buyer shall have until . _ )

"2^-<M

Signature of ( y ) Seller (

) Buyer

'^ >%Jbz

(A M /P-M \)

/

/

ACCEPTANCE/COUNTER OFFER REJECTION
Check, One
^ f |
(

hereby A C C E P T the foregoing on the terms specified above

) I hereby A p C E P J the^foregoing SUBJECT TO the exceptions shown on the aitached Addendum

^y^/4/
\ff
/
Signature
"7~~~~
{ ) I hereby reject the foregoing .

.
. (Initials

Signature

Osto

Time

DOCUMENT RECEIPT
^ V ^ f a c k n ^ v l e d g e receipt 11 a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures

Signature of Buyer(s}
j / p q r s o n a j j y caused a final cop
19

Sv^/
% ^ y ^ Signature of Seitet(s)

Date

)! UTP forpg ung beaung appropriate signatures to/be mailed on

_ by Certified Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the (

Sent by
This form has been approved by the Utah Real Estate Commission

_

_

} Seller f

) Ruynr

Date

ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
This ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER constitutes-

(X) a COUNTER OFFER

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the -l£fch

and/or B/D P r o p e r t i e s , Inc. a .buyer(s),and

day of

Page 2 of 2

( ) an ADDENDUM to that EARNEST MONEY

October-

19

9l

, between M o r r i s

Redwood Ltd./Manka

Bledsoe

as seller(s),

covering real property described as follows-

176 North Redwood Road
S a l t Lake C i t y , U£ah
The following terms are hereby incorporated as part of THE AGREEMENT:
ron't)

from rpgppt o f S e l l e r ' s n o t i c e t o e i t h e r :

(1) remove t h e a p p l i c a b l e c o n t i n g -

e n c i e s and provede r e a s o n a b l e e v i d e n c e o f B u y e r ' s a b i l i t y t o perform

vmA^r

t h e a g r e e m e n t , o r (2) a l l o w t h e Agreement a u t o m a t i c a l l y t n bpnmp n n l l anH
void.

I n t h e l a t t e r c a s e . th*> ?!ampsf- Mon^y d e p o s i t v i l l V*» rAMirnprl f n

the Buyer.
5.

Closing to octmr on or before 12/30/31-

6*

Sales commissions to Brokers to be addractg^H

7.

There are presently no <mpnTiM acGounffl.

IITU^T-

c0paraffl *grf»omtant.

a n pro-rations and closing costs

to be as is standard and customary*
9.

All appliances are to be accepted by Buyer in "as-ls" condition with no
representations from Seller as to exact quantities,

All other terms of THE AGREEMENT shall remain the same. ( ) Seller (

) Buyer shall have until

N * 0L/

(A.M./P^>

, to accept the terms specified above. Unless so accepted this Addendum shall lapse.
Date

\\

Time

' 5
\

Signature of (v () Seller ( ) Buyer

' '

' ^

(A.M./f^jjrfLp

<wriA/>J

ACCEPTANCE/COUNTER OFFER/REJECTION

Chec£X)ne
( ^ l hereby ACCEPT the foregoing on the terms specified above
( ) IIherebvACCERTthaf
herebv ACCEBT the foregoing SUBJECT TO the exceptions shown on the attached Addendum.
Signalu
\\ure

(

rejec^lh foregoing
) I hereby' rejectee

Signature

Date

Ttme

(Initials)
DOCUMENT RECEIPT

N^^Ti acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures.

oJk

Signature of Buyer(s)

(

Date

S

Signaturetof Seller(s)

) I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing bearing appropriate signatures to be mailed on

19

, by Certified Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the ( ) Seller ( ) Buyer

Sent by
This form has been approved by the Utah Real Estate Commission

Date

ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
This ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER constitutes: a counter to Counter
offer dated 11/8/91, SALES AGREEMENT dated October 16th, 1991
between BID Properties, Inc. as buyer and Redwood LtdJManka as sellers,
covering real property described as follows:
176 North Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, Utah
1. If title is to be conveyed via ATTD then a 3rd party shall be established
to handle payments from buyer and payments to lenders.
2. Buyer reserves the right extend escrow by depositing an additional
$5000 into escrow as earnest money.' This $5,000 shall extend this escrow
for and additional 30 days beyond the closing date. There shall be two 30
day extensions allowed in this manner. All Money deposited into escrow
shall go towards purchase of property. The maximum that shall be deemed
to be non-refundable shall be the original $15,000 earnest money only,
3. Buyer will have 20 days in order to complete their due diligence from
the time all information is received form the seller. At the end of the due
diligence period is when the contingency shall be lifted and the earnest
money is to become non refundable;
All other terms of THE AGREEMENT shall remain the same. Seller shall
have until 5:00 pm on November 15, 1991 to accept the terms specified
above
Date; November 12,1991
Time: 3:00 pm
BID^roperties, &d by J.A. deGreef
ACCENTED BY SELLER:
Re<|>rood P a r t n e r s ,
Date/

Time

Ltd.

ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
T h u A D D E N D U M / C O U N T E R O F F E R constitutes

i

\ a C O U N T E R OFFf?«

K * an A n n ^ w n u M > * * * * i f A O k j c s r M / V J C V

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the — t g , . ._ day of Q ^ n h ^ r

,.,., „ 19,21,, oetween _
_

^

_

asselltr(s),

176 Worth Rrtdwpod ftoafl
-

A ^ l ^ t a k « .gj^cyf-titan

T h e followlnd terms J / n h * r * h v I n ^ A r n * ' * * * * *« r»«*«i * * T u g A O f l S S M t M T i

1.
-••"

d v ^ s x " koarcfey a ^ m g y e a euLl c^n-fcjLrv^^xiolo^ i^iclvicLLix^ L h w ^ jjMJLwolf lu«*l»3or

lisfeod i n paragraph 7 o f o r i g i n a l eam&ofc money qgygcaxarYfc
' •>'»>•

—m<*-a»m

I I I i •• •

,,— , 1 , . . ,

i

i

exA -fcjhoaxs In

paragraphs 3 of* thA two *M3denftm»___

All othe/ ttfma of THE AGREEMENT shall remain !h« same, ( ^Seller < ) Buyer$h*M h*y% until
1.1 / 1 #;

5|flfl

-tAM/P.M.)

ldJ£L* to accept the terms specified above, unices so accepted this Addendum shall lapse,
IVI*/QI

i«nn

Time

{A.M,/P M,>

l:..fT,

Tf "WtAav *i * i ii — w .vjn.'iiiitf

/

Check One
by ACCEPT the foreQomg on the term* specified above.
( / ) \jfi$fj£>f ACCEPT* tho torcQdino GUOJCCT T O lh« exceptions ahown on * h * *U«ch«U Addendum.

Signature

Osie

$*$rt*tuf*

Time

. {t"UU(»)

.'twtrnnwi
DOCUMENT ft ECU fiT

J^Tacknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures

Ojfd
(

) I pcf*ona\f/

<&.—

$*grt4tuf* at S#tf#rf t /

caused a final * « p y of the to/egoing bearing *pp>0prf4t« a l g n i i u * * * 10 bv Htarted UM

by Cd'1ff**<f Mail and f«iiu*A f**«tp« *Haahod H«r«te i« th« < J 0 * * U . (
i i i i i i i i ^ i n Mil I I

f hit torm n t * G#*n *pproy«d oy tn« Utah fl««l Csiat* C^/nmiiiton.

) OMJT*».

Oito

EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
Legend

Yes (X)

No (O)

This is a legally binding contract. Read the entire document carefully before signing.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
(Sections)
A. INCLUDED ITEMS. Unless excluded herein, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the following items if presently attached to the property, plumbing, heating,
air-conditioning and ventilating fixtures and equipment, water heater, built-in appliances, light fixtures and bulbs, bathroom fixtures, curtains and draperies and rods, window and door screens, storm doors, window blinds, awnings, Installed television antenna, wall-to-wall carpets, water softener, automatic garage door opener and transmitters), foncing, troes and shrubs.
B. INSPECTION. Unless otherwise indicated, Buyer agrees that Buyer is purchasing said property upon Buyer's own examination and judgment and not by reason
of any representation made to BuyeV by Seller or the Listing or Selling Brokerage as to its condition, size, location, present value, future value, income herefrom or as
to its production. Buyer accepts the property in "as Is" condition subject to Seller's warranties as outlined in Section 6. In the event Buyer desires any additional inspection,
said inspection shall be allowed by Seller but arranged for and paid by Buyer.
C. SELLER WARRANTIES. Seller warrants that: (a) Seller has received no claim nor notice of any building or zoning violation concerning the property which has not
or will not be remedied prior to closing; (b) all obligations against the property Including taxes, assessments, mortgages, liens or other encumbrances of any nature shall
be brought current on or before closing; and (c) (he plumbing, heating, air conditioning and ventilating systems, electrical system, and appliances shall be sound or in
satisfactory working condition at closing.
D. CONDITION OF WELL. Sollor warrants thai any private well serving the property has, to the best of Seller's knowledge, providod an adquato supply of water and
conlinuod use of the well or wulls is authorized by a state permit or other legal water right.
E CONDITION OF SEPTIC TANK. Seller warrants that any septic tank serving the property Is, to the best of Seller's knowledge, in good working order and Sollor
has no knowledge of any needed repairs and it meets all applicable government health and construction standards.
F. ACCELERATION CLAUSE. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer written verification as to whether or not any notes, mortgages,
deods of trust or real estate contracts against the property require the consent of the holdor of such instrumont(s) to the salo of the property or peimit Iho holder to NIISM
the Intoiust rate and/or daclaro Iho onliio bnlunco duo In Iho ttvont of salo. If any finch document HO pmvldos and holdor dnmi not wulvo tint titimn or um -omHtiottiilty
approve the sale, Buyer shall h.ivu Iho option to doclaio this Agroomont null and void by giving written notice to Sollor or SOIIOI'H agont prior to closing. In utich etiuo,
all earnest money received undor this Agruomont shall be returned to Buyer. It Is understood and agreed that If provisions lor suid "Duo on Sale" clause uro set forth
in Section 7 herein, alternatives allowed herein shall become null and void.
G. TITLE INSPECTION. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer either an abstract of title brought current with an attorney's opinion
or a preliminary title report on the subject property. Prior to closing, Buyer shall give written notice to Seller or Seller's agent, specifying reasonable objections to title.
Thereafter, Seller shall be required, through escrow at closing, to cure the defect(s) to which Buyer has objected. If said defect(s) is not curable through an escrow agreement at closing, this Agreement shall be null and void at the option of the Buyer, and ail monies received herewith shall be returned to the respective parties.
H. TITLE INSURANCE. If title insurance is elected, Seller authorizes the Listing Brokerage to order a preliminary commitment for a policy of title insurance to be issued
by such title insurance company as Seller shall designate. Title policy to be issued shall contain no exceptions other than those provided for in said standard form, and
the encumbrances or defects excepted under the final contrnct of sale. If title cannot b« made t o Insurable through an etorow agreement at closing, the earnest money
shall, unless Buyer elects to waive such defects or encumbrances, be refunded to Buyer, and this Agreement shall thereupon be terminated. Seller agrees to pay any
cancellation charge.
I. EXISTING TENANT LEASES. If Buyer is to take title subject to an existing lease or leases, Seller agrees to provide to Buyer not less than five (5) days prior to closing
a copy of all existing leases (and any amendments thereto) affecting the property. Unless reasonable written objection is given by Buyer to Seller or Seller's agent prior
to closing, Buyer shall take title subject to such leases. If the objection(s) is not remedied at or prior to closing, this Agreement shall be null and void.
J. CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION. During the pendency of this Agreement, Seller agrees that no changes in any existing leases shall be made, nor new leases
entered into, nor shall any substantial alterations or improvements be made or undertaken without the written consent of the Buyer.
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EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
Yes(X)

Legend

EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT

No(0)

December 6, 1991

DATE:.
*a c tf

The undersigned Buyer .

as EARNEST MONEY, the amount of

ppnP^PTTrc

_ hereby deposits with Brokerage

TWP!MTY TTTPIlsaTin ATIT. M O / 1 0 0 *

*

* * * *

* * * * *

. Dollars ($

?n.000-00

I

in the form of r a ^ i ' a r ^ rfrf»r*y
which shall be deposited in accordance with applicable State Law.

cenaEr.es
Brokerage

Received by.

355-5100
Phone Number

PF.QPS:?.TI£S , imc.

Kip Paul

OFFER TO PURCHASE
1. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION The above stated EARNEST MONEY is given to secure and apply on the purchase of the property situated at
17^

!Torth

^qnw^-i

FQ*H

in the City of

Salt

Lake

County of

Salt

^flkft

, Utah,

subject to any restrictive covenants, zoning regulations, utility or other easements or rights of way, government patents or state deeds of record approved by Buyer in
accordance with Section G. Said property is owned by

_

_

!

as sellers, and is more particularly described

as:
legal to follow.
CHECK APPLICABLE BOXES:

—

D UNIMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

D Vacant Lot

Q IMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

•

•

Vacant Acreage

•

Other

Commercial

Q Residential
• Condo
• Other
*\?f. n n i t f l
(a) Included items. Unless excluded below, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the items shown in Section A if presently attached to the property
The following personal property shall also be included in this sale and conveyed under separate Bill of Sale with warranties as to title:

_—SGQ

.—,

Addendum.

,

, __—__—,

__—___—______

_______—___—.

(b) Excluded items. The following items are specifically excluded from this sale:.,

_____—See Addendum,

—

(c) CONNECTIONS, UTILITIES AND OTHER RIGHTS. Seller represents that the property includes the following improvements in the purchase price
_3 public sewer

Q connected

CD well

0 septic tank

CD connected

CD irrigation water / secondary system

•

connected

# of shares

El other sanitary system
Q.connected

CD TV antenna

_31 private water

d_ connected

0 natural gas

[ 3 connected

0 ingress & egress by private easement

Company

__3 public water

(d) Survey. A certified survey •

___ electricity

CD other

HI dedicated road

CRnaster antenna D prewired

CO paved

(E curb and gutter

__] connected

ES other rights
.prior to closing, E

shall be furnished at the expense of

shall not be furnishec

(e) Buyer Inspection. Buyer has made a visual inspection of the properly and subject to Section 1 (c) above and 6 below, accepts it in its present physics
condition, except:

None

-

see addendum,

2. PURCHASE PRICE AND FINANCING. The total purchase price for the property is QUE M I L L I O N

S E V E N HUNDRED S E V E N T Y

Dollars ($
1,775,000.00
TKQU5A.JD AND _;O71Q0* * * * *
* * * * * * * *
2 0 . 0 0 0 . QQwhich represents the aforedescribed .EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT: t o a p p l y t o w a r d s
$.
-0representing the approximate balance of CASH DOWN PAYMENT at closing.
$.
$ 1 j. 050

r

QOQ. QCrBpresenting the approximate balance of an existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrance to be assumed by buye
which obligation bears interest at 1 0 - 3 / 4
which include:

$

ft

FIVE

__) which shall be paid as follows
c l o s i n g COStS.

Q principal;

Ijkinterest;

% per annum with monthly payments of $
Q taxes;

D insurance;

10 .811.00

Q condo fees;

Q other

5 f 0 0 0 - OOrftprftsanting the approximate balance of an additional existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrances to b
assumed by Buyer, which obligation bears interest at

3.5

% per annum with monthly payments of $ „

887.50

j/vhich include:
G_ principal;
Dlinterest;
• taxes; D insurance;
• condo fees;
• other
620,000.00
representing balance, if any, including proceeds from a new mortgage loan, or seller financing, to be paid as follows:

Sftft Addendum.
Other.
$ 1 , 7 7 5 , 0 0 0 . ©OTOTAL PURCHASE PRICE
If Buyer is required to assume an underlying obligation (in which case Section F shall also apply) and/or obtain outside financing, Buyer agrees to use best effor
to assume and/or procure same and this offer is made subject to Buyer qualifying for and lending institution granting said assumption and/or financing. Buyer agree
to make application within

U/A

an interest rate not to exceed

M/A

days after Seller's acceptance of this Agreement to assume the underlying obligation and/or obtain the new financing
%. if Buyer does not qualify for the assumption and/or financing within

H/A

of this Agreement, this Agreement shall be voidable at the option of the Seller upon written notice. Seller agrees to pay up to
points, not to exceed $
Page two of a four page form

N/A

In addition, seller agrees to pay $
Seller's Initials (

X

')>

)

Date.

N/A

^ays after Seller's acceptanc
"'*"

mortgage loan discou

to be used for Buyer's other loan costs.
Buyer's I

.'/'^

-U x )

Date.

3 CONDITION AND CONVEYANCE OF TITLE. Seller represents that Seller 0 holds title to the property in fee simple D is purchasing the property under a real
estate contract. Transfer of Seller's ownership interest shall be made as set forth in Section S. Seller agrees to furnish good and marketable title to the property, subject
to encumbrances and exceptions noted herein, evidenced by Q a current policy of title insurance in the amount of purchase price • an abstract of title brought current,
with an attorney's opinion (See Section H).
4. INSPECTION OF TITLE. In accordance with Section G, Buyer shall have the opportunity to inspect the title to the subject property prior to closing. Buyer shall take title
subject to any existing restnctive covenants, including condominium restrictions (CC & R's}. Buyer Q has D has not reviewed any condominium CC & R's prior to signing this Agreement.
5. VESTING OF TITLE. Title shall vest in Buyer as follows:
t o be d x x e c t e d by 3 u y e r .
,
;
6. SELLERS WARRANTIES. In addition to warranties contained in Section C, the following items are also warranted:.

Hone •
Exceptions to the above and Section C shall be limited to the following: _

None.
?. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CONTINGENCIES. This offer is made subject to the following special conditions and/or contingencies which must be satisfied
prior to c l o s i n g : _ S e ^ d d e n d u m .

8. CLOSING OF SALE. This Agreement shall be closed on or before

January

, 19

1,

9 2 at a reasonable location tb be designated by

Seller, subject to Section Q. Upon demand, Buyer shall deposit with the escrow closing office all documents necessary to complete the purchase in accordance with
this Agreement. Prorations set forth in Section R shall be made as of

D date of possession S date of closing D other

9. POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver possession to Buyer on .

closing

unless extended by written agreement of parties.
Kip

10. AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At the signing of this Agreement the listing agent/
and the selling agent
Kip Paul
represerip(

Seller (

written disclosure of the agency relationship^) was provided to him/her. V ^ M

Paul

represents ( *) Seller (

) Buyer,

) BuyerYBOver and Seller confirm that prior to signing this Agreement

) Buyer's initials ( / \ | \ i C ~

) Seller's initials.

11. GENERAL PROVISIONS. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED ABOVE," THE GENERAL PROVISION SECTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF HAVE BEEN
ACCEPTED BY THE BUYER AND SELLER AND ARE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT BY REFERENCE.
12. AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE AND TIME LIMIT FOR ACCEPTANCE. Buyer offers to purchase the property on the above terms and conditions. Seller shall
have until 3 : ° °
(AM/PM)
MQNETto the Buyer.
s~
(Buyer's'Signature]

V
A/:
(BuyeVb signature)

D e c

«

6

. , 19 " *

r

to accept this offer. Unless accepted, this offer shall lapse and the Agent shall return the EARNEST

(Date)

(Address)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

'(Date)

(Address)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID)

CHECK ONE
[^ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE: Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer on the terms and conditions specified above.
•
REJECTION. Seller hereby REJECTS the foregoing offer
(Seller's Initials)
•

COUNTER OFFER. Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer SUBJECT TO the exceptions or modifications as specified below or in the attached Addendum, ana
presents said COUNTER OFFER for Buyer's acceptance. Buyer shall have until
specified below.

-s

'.

(AM/PM)

, 19

to accept the terms

i

> - \r-!\,7/->—
(Seller's Signature)
(Seller's Signature)

akm
(Date)

^JT^JIJU-

(Date)

(Time)

(Address)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID

(Time)

(Address)

(Phone)

(SSN/TAX ID

CHECK ONE:
D ACCEPTANCE OF COUNTER OFFER. Buyer hereby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER
D REJECTION. Buyer hereby REJECTS the COUNTER OFFER.

(Buyer's Initials)

D COUNTER OFFER. Buyer hereby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER with modifications on attached Addendum.

(Buyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

(Buyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

DOCUMENT RECEIPT
State Law requires Broker to furnish Buyer and Seller with copies of this Agreement bearing ail signatures. (One of the following alternatives must therefore be completed)
acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures:
SIGNATURE OF SELLER

SIGNATURE OF BUYER

Oat*

Hi '•-

Date

B. D I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures to be mailed on.
Certified Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the •
Page three of a four page form

Seller • Buyer. Sent by

.,19-

K AUTHORITY OF SIGNATORS. If Buyer or Seller is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, or other entity, the person executing this Agreement on its behalf warrants
his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer or Seller
L COMPLETE AGREEMENT — NO ORAL AGREEMENTS. This instrument constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes and cancels any
and all prior negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or agreements between the parties There are no oral agreements which modify or affect this agreement This Agreement cannot be changed except by mutual written agreement of the parties
M COUNTER OFFERS. Any counter offer made by Seller or Buyer shall be in writing and, if attached hereto, shall incorporate all the provisions of this Agreement
not expressly modified or excluded therein
N DEFAULT/INTERPLEADER AND ATTORNEY'S FEES. In the event of default by Buyer, Seller may elect to either retain the earnest money as liquidated damages
or to institute suit to enforce any rights of Seller In the event of default by Seller or if this sale fails to close because of the nonsatisfaction of any express condition
or contingency to which the sale is subject pursuant to this Agreement (other than by virtue of any default by Buyer), the earnest money deposit shall be returned to
Buyer Both parties agree that should either party default in any of the covenants or agreements herein contained, the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses,
including a reasonable attorney's fee, which may arise or accrue from enforcing or terminating this Agreement or in pursuing any remedy provided hereunder or by applicable law, whether such remedy is pursued by filing suit or otherwise In the event the principal broker holding the earnest money deposit is required to file an interpleader action in court to resolve a dispute over the earnest money deposit referred to herein, the Buyer and Seller authorize the principal broker to draw from the
earnest money deposit an amount necessary to advance the costs of bringing the interpleader action The amount of deposit remaining after advancing those costs shall
be interpleaded into court in accordance with state law The Buyer and Seller further agree that the defaulting party shall pay the court costs and reasonable attorney's
fees incurred by the principal broker \n bringing such action
O ABROGATION. Except for express warranties made in this Agreement, execution and delivery of final closing documents shall abrogate this Agreement
P RISK OF LOSS. All risk of loss or damage to the property shall be borne by the Seller until closing In the event there Is loss or damage to the property between
the date hereof and the date of closing, by reason of fire, vandalism, flood, earthquake, or acts of God, and the cost to repair such damage shall exceed ten percent
(10°'O) of the purchase price of the property, Buyer may at his option either proceed with this transaction if Seller agrees in writing to repair or replace damaged property
prior to closing or declare this Agreement null and void If damage to property is less than ten percent (10%) of the purchase price and Seller agrees in writing to repair
or replace and does actually repair and replace damaged property prior to closing, this transaction shall proceed as agreed
O TIME IS OF ESSENCE—UNAVOIDABLE DELAY. In the event that this sale cannot be closed by the date provided herein due to interruption of transport, strikes,
lito flood oxttomp wnnlhor qovoimnontnl motilntions delays cmisnd by lender, nets of God or similar occurrences beyond the control of Buyer or Seller then the closing
«l.Mi»« hull bo oxlomiod sovon (/') dnys beyond r o t a t i o n of such condition, but In no event more than fifteen (15) days beyond (he closinq date provided herein Thereafter,
time is of the essence This provision relates only to the extension of closing dates 'Closing" shall mean the date.on which all necessary instruments are signed and
delivered by ail parties to the transaction
R CLOSING COSTS Seller and Buyer shall each pay one half (V2) of the escrow closing fee, unless otherwise required by the lending institution Costs of providing
title insurance or an abstract brought current shall be paid by Seller Taxes and assessments for the current year, insurance, if acceptable to the Buyer, rents and interest
on assumed obligations shall be prorated as set forth in Section 8 Unearned deposits on tenancies and remaining mortgage or other reserves shall be assigned to Buyer
at closing
S REAL PROPERTY CONVEYANCING. If this agreement is for conveyance of fee title title shall be conveyed by warranty deed free of defects other than those excepted herein If this Agreement is for sale or transfer of a Seller's interest under an existing real estate contract, Seller may transfer by either (a) special warranty deed,
containing Seller s assignment of said contract in form sufficient to convey after acquired title or (b) by a new real estate contract incorporating the said existing real
estate contract therein
T NOTICE. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement any notice expressly required by it must be given no later than two days after the occurrence or non-occurrence
of the event with respect to which notice is required If any such timely required notice is not given, the contingency with respect to which the notice was to be given
is automatically terminated and this Agreement is in full force and effect If a person other than the Buyer or the Seller is designated to receive notice on behalf of the
Buyer or the Seller, notice to the person so designated shall be considered notice to the party designating that person for receipt of notice
U BROKERAGE. For purposes of this Agreement, any referepces to the term, "Brokerage" shall mean the respective listing or selling real estate office
V DAYS. For the purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term, "days ' shall mean business or working days exclusive of legal holidays
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ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
This ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER constitutes:

(

) a COUNTER OFFER
6

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the
P S K Propgrtigs

day of

as buyer(s), and

(

) an ADDENDUM to that EARNEST MONEY

D e C e m b e r

1 9 _ ? J L , between

Ttedwnnd P a r t n e r s

T.rd.

asseller(s),

covering real property described as follows:
17fi

Morth

Salt

Pgdwnnd

T.akp C i t y ,

Pnar?

Utah

The following terms are hereby incorporated as part of THE AGREEMENT:
1,

Earnest Money shall be non-refundable and shall be paid to Seller as
liquidated damages should Buyer not close*

2.

Buyers remove all contingencies and accept Property

"as-is".

Sellftr agrees

to continue to operate property in a diligent manor including prpparing
and renting apartments.
3-

appliances $ -window coverings, suppl lea and

PQraonal„proper_tyL.to.J.ncludQj

-.„ equipment utilised, apeciflcally.. for -this property*.. Sellers > off icGL_furniture
computers and warehouse inventory ia not included^
4-.

Seller

to convey v i a All Tncilnsive Trnat. Deed

5-

and M o t e wrapping

arormd

lsf. and 2nd mortgages with payments f tftrms and halanppfl nr\ rhg

exisring
AITD

.

to mirror thnsp o f th«* w i s r i n g

All Tnr»lnsivf> Trust! Dggd
$fi4Q,nnQ.

shall also

Tat-, and 2ndinclude Sellers

equity o f

A Trust; Degd Moria in r.hf> SATTIP amount- shall

r.h«> ttnyftrg WpgHirnigfpr

Park

Aparr_Tngnra lonatpd

All other terms of THE AGREEMENT shall remain the same. (
, 19

) Seller (

approximately

also h ^ gprnrpd

against

ar. 453 frtesr 1500 Srmr.h ^ n

) Buyer shall have until

(A.M./P.M.)

, to accept the terms specified above. Unless so accepted this Addendum shall lapse.

Date

/^St^iature of ( ) Seller (VfBuyer

Time

(A.M./P.M.]

tevi££^r j>&&
ACCEPTANhsuCpJdi^TER

OFFER/REJECTION

Checjs-One
j><j I hereby ACCEPT the foregoing on the terms specified above.
( )Afikfebyi ACyCEPT the foregoing SUBJECT TO the exceptions shown on the attached Addendum.

! J I l*f

y
Signature

(

) I hereby reject the foregoing

Signature

Date

V -5 I
Time

(Initial*)
DOCUMENT RECEIPT

) I acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures.

/
Signature of Buyer(s)

(

Date

^M.,

Signature of Seller(s)

) I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing bearing appropriate signatures to be mailed on _ _

19

, by Certified Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the ( ) Seller ( ) Buyer.

Sent by
This form has been approved by the Utah Real Estate Commission.

Date

ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
This ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER constitutes

(

) a COUNTER OFFER

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the

(

) an ADDENDUM to that EARNEST MONEY

day of

, 19

between

.as buyer(s), and

as seller(s),

covering real property described as follows

The following terms are hereby incorporated as part of THE AGREEMENT

Bountiful.

Note shall be in a position behind existing mortgages in the

amounts of $1,170,000.00. Buyer shall make six (6) monthly payments to
Seller of $10,000.00.

Said payments are to deemed interest only.

Payments

shall be due the 15th of each month beginning January 15, 1992. Sellers
entire balance shall be due and payable on or before June 30, 1992.
6.

All Notes executed by Buyer's shall be personally guaranteed by Scott Keller
and Dave Phillips.

7.

Buyers shall fund all closing costs at time of closing and no deposits shall
be transferred from Seller to Buyer. Upon Buyer's paying off Sellers
equity, Buyer shall be credited Tenant deposits and any other closing costs
previously funded by Buyer and should normally have been paid by Seller.

8.

Payments referred to in #5 shall cease at time of pay off.

The payment for

month of pay off shall be Pro rated (i.e. closing on 10th of month would
reflect in a payment due of $2*3QQ,QQ).
All other terms of THE AGREEMENT shall remain the same (
. 19

.

) Seller (

) Buyer shall have until

(A M /P M )

, to accept the terms specified above Unless so accepted this Addendum shall lapse
^Stgffature of (
^S;gffature

Date

) Seller^WBi
Seller4\fBuyer

(AM/PM)

Time

'ifrOJltdfcu. .
ACCEPTANCE/COUNTER OFFER/REJECTION
Check One
Ciigl hereby ACCEPT the foregoing on the terms specified above
( ) therepyiACCEjPT the foregoing SUBJECT TO the exceptions shown on the attached Addendum
/

^

Vr—I*'

' s >j\_/ Signature
) I hereby reject the foregoing

'

i

i

Signature

,

,.

,

r- „

Date

.
,.

/

k,

Time

(Initials)
DOCUMENT RECEIPT

f V ^ r acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures

A

Signature of Buyer(s)
(

Date

~7W

Signature of Setier(s)

) I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing bearing appropriate signatures to be mailed on

19

by Certified Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the (

Sent by
This form has been approved by the Utah Real Estate Commission

) Seller (

) Buyer

Date

PROMISSORY NOTE
November 20, 1991
REDWOOD PARTNERS, LTD. , by and through its general partners,
Bruce Manka and Melvin J. Grossgold (the "Borrower"), promises to
pay to the order of 3401 SOUTH 200 EAST, LTD., at Salt Lake City,
Utah, or at such other place as the holder hereof may designate in
writing, the sum of TWENTY THREE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY-SIX
AND 36/100 DOLLARS ($23,736.36), of which $22,540.75 is principal
and $1,195.61

Is interest,

with simple interest

on the unpaid

principal balance from the date of this Note until paid at the rate
4

of twelve percent (12%) per annum.
This Note is fully due and payable on demand,

and is due

without demand one year from the date hereof.
In the event of default by the Borrower, the Borrower agrees
to pay

to the holder hereof reasonable attorney' s fees, legal

expenses and lawful collection costs in addition to all other sums
due hereunder.
REDWOOD PARTNERS, LTD.

(K\SJ\A.W

By/

BRUCE MANKA, General Partner

MELVIN J.' GROSSGOLD,
General Partner

n

CQIIIIATKRAII

AGREEMENT

This Agreement is made this 12th day of March, 1992, between
Redwood Partners, Ltd., a Utah limited partnership, c/o Bruce
Manka, 356 South 300 East, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 ("Redwood")
and Mark Cummings, whose address is 1695 South State, Salt Lake
City, Utah ("Cummings11 )•
WHEREAS, Redwood has previously sold an apartment building
known as the Landing Point Apartments on Redwood Road in Salt Lake
City to P A K Properties* a Utah general partnership whose general
partners are David L, Phillips and Scott C* Keller and have taken
as part of the consideration for that sale a Note in the face
amount of $648,874.86 dated January 2, 1992 (the " P & K Note"/
Exhibit •• C" attached), which Note is secured by Trust Deeds on two«
parcels of property, the Landing Point Apartments

(described in

Exhibit HA" attached) and the Westminster Apartments (described in
Exhibit "Brt attached); and
WHEREAS, the,Note*to Redwood-from P &-K is due_June 30, 1992
and Redwood desires to borrow funds from Cummings to be repaid from
funderpaid jto HecUiQQClru^der.;the Note due it .from P & K Properties
and Keller and Phillips; and
WHEREAS, Redwood desires to borrow the sum of $110, 000, 00 upon
uextiain termg and conditions; and
WHEREAS, Cummings is willing to lend Redwood that amount,
NOW THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:
I.

Cummings agrees to deliver to Redwood upon the execution

of this Agreement the sum of $110,000,00
immediately available United States doll&rs.

(the loan amount) "in*

2,

Redwood agrees to pay to Mark Cummings at the closing of

this Agreement the sum of $10,000.00 as a fee for Cummings entering
into this Agreement*

Cummings may deduct this fee from the

$110,000.00 loan amount and deliver $100,000.00

(the net loan

proceeds) in immediately available United States dollars.

In

addition, Redwood agrees to pay on or before the 12th day of each
month commencing with ApriyL 12, 1992, the sum of $2,200.00 per
month, all being interest, interest to be earned on the net loan
proceeds only at the rate of 2 4% per annum.

Any interest payment

duci und«*r thltf Aijjcoomoiit not mad© within ton (10)

days of ILu

duu

date shal4l include a 5% penalty, making the interest payment due
$2,310. 00.
amount*

There shall be no penalty for early payment of the loan

Payments shall be applied first to interest and the

balance*to'principal/ all until the loan amount is paid in full.
All amounts due hereunder shall be paid on or before March 11,
1993, when the entire balance shall be due.
3.

If Redwood fails to make an interest payment so that the

payment ot interest is more than 90 days in arrears, Cummings may,
after1 the1 giving of "at'least 15 days written notice of the 90 day
arrearage, saId'/'ixoti1ci^tovlie given* by~"Unftecl States Ovemite Mall'
or some

other

form

of

overnight

courier which

requires

the

recipient to sign for'the delivery, directed to both i) Bruce
Manka, 356 South 300 Bast, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 and ii j K«ith
W. Meade, Esq., 525 East 100 South, #500, Salt Lake City, Utah
841Q2, and if Redwood fails to cure the arrearage.within the 15
days, accelerate all obligations due under this Agreement or in the
2

alternative, declare a forfeiture of Redwood's interest in the P &
K Note and proceed according to statute.
4.

To secure the repayment of the amount borrowed, Redwood

agrees to deposit with Metro National Title whose address is 111
East Broadway,

Suite

111, Salt Lake City, Utah, the original

Promissory Note in the amount of $649,874,86 endorsed in the manner
set forth in Exhibit " F" together with this Agreement, said Note
and Agreement to be held by Metro until loan amount together with
interest and such other amounts as become due hereunder, are paid
in their entirety.

Redwood further agrees that it will not extend

the due date for the P & K Note to b<* paid, without the express
written consent of Cummings, and does hereby instruct Metro that if
payment of the P & K Note is not received by Metro for the benefit
of Redwood within 15 days after its due date, that Metro is hereby
instructed to commence foreclosure under the Note and Trust Deed
pursuant to either the provisions of U,G. A. Title 57, Chapter 1 or
Title 78, 'Chapter 37, et secf. . pursuant'to< said statutes, r and to
maTl'iir accordances! th iw'^ruotice^of"default-andnjcroontixrae^th^foreclosure,proceedings Am its capacity as trustee without delay in
as -rapid a manner' as <''permitted' by Utah statute.
instruct Metro

Redwood may

to proceed either judicially or nonjudicially.

Redwood agrees to pay Metro any fees and costs incurred by it in
connect J.on with the forociosure as they are incurred and in failure
thereof agrees and acknowledges that Metro may withhold from any
proceeds of the sale any amounts earned by Metro.
5.

In the event that-P & K-defaults under the P & K Note,
3

and the property given as security therefore is sold at a trustee' s
sale, the parties hereto shall cooperate to obtain the maximum
sales price for either or both of the properties securing the P &
K Note which shall also result in cash funds being available from
the sale to pay off any obligation then due to Cummings under this
Agreement.

It is agreed that the first dollars realized from any

sale under the P & K Note and Trust Deeds, ^fter payment to Metro
of any fees and costs associated with the foreclosure, shall be
paid to Cuiuiiiimjri, with any balance* either of sales proceeds or of
the property going to Redwood.

Redwood shall be entitled to direct

the order of the sale of the two properties*
6.

In the event that there are no cash bidders at the sale

under the.p & K Note and Trust Deeds, Redwood may credit bid and
purchase the property provided that it immediately delivers to
Cummings

Trust

Deeds

on each of the two properties

securing

"Redwood's performance under this Agreement, provided that said
Trust Deeds shall be of equal footing to the P & K Trust Deeds.
*7.

In'any event,'- if-tiie-loaTramount* is- not~paid-lnfull—on-

er before March 11, 1993 (unless extended as provided hereinabove),
Cummings':may' commence- foira&losiire : against* 'wJiat^ver^tfdcurit^bis
holds pursuant to this agreement at that time pursuant to U-C. A,
Title 57, Chapter J or U. C, A. Title 78, Chapter 37.
8.

Cummings expressly waives his right to sell or cause the

sale of the P & K Note or the collateral pursuant to a Uniform
Commercial Code foreclosure.

Cummings' sole remedy with respect to

.the .F_& K Note or the B & K Trust Deeds upon default are as

4

otherwise set forth herein,
9.

This

agreement

may

be

recorded

by Cummings

in his

discretion to reflect/ to the extent and upon the terms set forth
herein, the assignment by Redwood to Cummings of the beneficial
interests and rights of Redwood described herein.

Cummings may

also record, in his discretion/ the original executed Assignments
of Trust Deed attached

hereto as ExhibLt " D" and •• E, " which

Assignments are subject to the terms of this Agreement.
10.

In the event that either party breaches its obligations

under this agreement/ the nonbreaching party shall be entitled to
recover all costs and attorney's fees incurred as a result, whether
incurred with or without litigation.
11.

Redwood

and

Cummings

expressly

agree

to hold Metro

harmless and do hereby waive any claims against Metro arising out
of

Metro1 s

Agreement.

performance

of

any

obligation

described

in

this

Metro may resign at any time as the escrow agent under

this Agreement by delivering notice to each of. the parties „of ..its,
intuit" to"-~do,r'Sd.

Within irw C2) buslnessr days* after-receipt of*

said notice, Redwood sh^ll designate an alternate escrow agent who
shall be* either a bank or a title company and instruct Metro to:
deliver the documents held pursuant to this agreement to that
escrow agent.

If Redwood fails to designate a new escrow agent

within thn two riny period/ Cummings may designate a bank or title
company to so serve as a substitute escrow agent.

Redwood shall

pay any costs and fees associated either with the withdrawal of
Metro,or the appointment of a substitute trustee.
5
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This Agreement
u
the S t a t e of Utah, *hi«

1 j.m««HBnt

tO

the

laW9

O^

dhftll toe uootmtvuod
puxauam: T=O
enaix » • u
* m . « * n f c s h a l l be binding on t h e p a r t i e s
fc««e.meftft

^ d t h e i r suooesaora i n I n t e r e s t .
DATED t h i s 12th day Of Mwroh, 1992.
REDWOOD FAMWBM, WB'
Accepted byt
METRO NATIONAL TITLE
By:
3eneral Partner
Byi
for P r e s i d e n t
taiiUut;
Mark CutfmTh&S
STATE OF UTAH

jj

> ^^

COUNTS OF 8AkT LAKE )
C0U
„
, M r t r o h 19 g 2i personally appeared before me
On the 12th day of March, i*^> p»«v
i »ftrl-neeflfREDWOOD FARMERS, WD, , a
BRUCE W. MAHKA, the general partner
Off **™™
Utah Limited P a r t n e r s h i p , who by ~
he,

being duly sworn d i d s a y , t h a t

t h e . a i d BRUCE w. ^ K A 1 . t h e general p a r t n e r of t h e « i « *

p a r t n e r s h i p *»d t h a t t h e f o r e , o i n c , instrument wa» executed a, t h e
*ot of s a i d p a r t n e ^ h i p i
ElicNOTARYl>UBUC

KEITH W,IW£A0E
•

My Commission Expi*6*i

52?6ast iMftnutft
My Cunmi«»iof' fc*p"*ft

6

"ftNkft

Ai' 26-93 WED I0i22

STATE OF UTAH

METRO NATIONAL TITLE

W9423528

,?• © 8

FAX NO. 8013836651

P. 08/08

)

COWLS' OP flAbV LAKE )
On thtt 12th day of March, 1992, p e r s o n a l l y appealed, toefore m«
Mark Cunmlnga, who baing by me duly sworn d i d aay, t h a t ho, t h e
s a i d Mark Cummin?*, executed th« f o r g o i n g inntruihant.

Notary PubTi/cr
My CotnmlMu L«jn

Bxpiro/is

..521c
rfi/fHwoo*. iff

&4V?/^-\

NOTARY PUBLIC
•wttmbtr la t«M
nODN8YA.NXWMI
Ift&taiftT*maftl160
itnt4MC^<uuJ> 44H1
mlW i — ill HI

, •!

6^/f--

COHNF, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL
p,o, eux i I O Q O

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84147-0008

Bruce Mar.ka
2884 East Willow Hills Drive
Sandy, Utah 84092
tter

532-2666

R

WXD STATEMENT

: 81302807 Bruce Manka - Redwood

Road

Statement Through 04/30/92
rvicos Ronciflpftd?
03/06/92 Work on trwo diffornnt sets of losn documents; work to find a
different lender; gather and deliver documents to new lender
03/06/9?
Work on $110,000 loan, documentation, The Landing; calls to Gary
Jense to arrange loan
33/09/92
Telephone calls and work on loan
03/10/92 Many calls and'followup on loan? revise documents
33/10/92 Conference with KWM re: assignment of Trust Deeds (-3); review
and revise collateral agreement and related documents (2.3)
33/10/92
Telephone call with Manka attorney re: earnest money
33/11/92 Work on loan closing
33/12/92 Work to close loan; meet with Bruce and Metro; revise documents
33/12/92 Work on loan 'dosing, documents, telephone cal1©•with 1ender,
Kio r Bruce

Matter Total

Seqinning Balance:

$3,003,50

)4/01/9^_
13/11/92

Inhouse 'Cooy Costs

$5,906.00
$20.00

»^/10/9?
1/1H/9?

Payment
^lyment

$5, 765.00$40.00-

4/30/92

Legal Fzes

for ^ s s
*ur Cublb

- See Matter Total
Ss^anp.* Que:

$3,003.50
$3,023.50

P R O C E E D I N G S

1

July

2

15,

1993

3
4

THE COURT:

5

Come on up to the table.

Again, I want to tell both of you that it was a

6
7

pleasure having both of you here in my Court for this

8

hearing, and obviously, both parties can't always leave

9

happy.

10

Let me just go forward, the partial finding of the--

11

of the Court are as follows:

12

Mr. Elggren, judgment was in favor of plaintiff, so you might

13

want to keep better track because Ifm going to ask you to

14

prepare findings and conclusions 'cause Mr. Shapiro may very

15

well want the Court of Appeals to decide again, I noticed

16

even in the last case that you submitted, I think lower court

17

judges, trial court judges have a tendency to uphold damage

18

clauses, and yet the Court of Appeals has some reservations

19

about it and they all seem to go up and they all seem to make

20

an independent judgment.

21

I guess I ought to tell you,

(

But for the following reasons, I think it's

22

appropriate in this particular case:

23

parties negotiated and signed an earnest money agreement.

24

The earnest money agreement required a $15,000 payment into

25

escrow and—which was also—would be a $15,000 liquidated
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One, basically the

1

damage clause if either party failed to perform.

2

Both parties were experienced >and knew what they

3

were doing, even though Morris Bledsoe was the individual

4

that originally negotiated the earnest money agreement, it w a s

5

my feeling that M r . DeGreef had an opportunity, surely

6

enough of an opportunity t o — t o go over the earnest money

7

\

agreement.

H e knew what the clauses o f the earnest money

8

agreement w e r e , and after the initial negotiations and the

9

J initial earnest money agreement, he had direct contact with
Mr. — I can't—Manka,> is that his name?

10

MR. .ELGGREN:

n

THE COURT:

12

Manka, y e s . Manka.
Manka.

S o , he w a s surely

aware, knew the clauses, and Mr. DeGreef w a s — a n d Morris

13

14

Bledsoe, both, w e r e — a n d M r . Manka, all three o f them, were

15

extremely experienced in the areas of purchasing and selling

16

I properties.

27

J

The damage clause came as no surprise td any of

18

them.

19

this agreement.

20

v i e w , so I think everybody entered into this knowing what

21

they were doing,

22

There was no a c o h e — i t ' s not a cohesion clause in
They both negotiated from equal points of

The defendant, DeGreef, never made the payment as^

23

was included in the earnest money agreement and in fact,.he

24

was requested to make so numerous times and failed to ever

25

I deposit the money.
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1

I n r e g a r d s — a n d w e ' l l g e t it m o r e , this m a y b e a

2

little d i s j o i n t e d 'cause I tried to w r i t e some of these d o w n .

3

In r e g a r d s to the e l e c t r i c v s . g a s heat c l a u s e ,

4

D e G r e e f , inspected the p r o p e r t y o n s i t e .

5

c r e d i b i l i t y to be s o m e w h a t lacking w h e n i t comes to t h e fact

6

that he claims he d i d n ' t know that there w a s e l e c t r i c h e a t

7

in those u n i t s .

8

h e a t , I have a tendency to b e l i e v e M o r r i s Bledsoe,- e s p e c i a l l y

9

w h e n b o l s t e r e d by M r . M a n k a , w h o said they r a n into h i m o n

defendant.

I really find his

I think that h e knew that there w a s electric

10

the p r o p e r t y and the agent w h o said h e had n u m e r o u s d i s c u s s i o n s

H

w i t h M r , D e G r e e f i n regards to the h e a t .

12

I also would find it incredibly hard to b e l i e v e

13

that M r . D e G r e e f , w h o has p u r c h a s e d 5 0 , 60 pieces o f

14

p r o p e r t y , w o u l d n o t m a k e sure that s o m e t h i n g in r e g a r d —

15

like h e a t , those kind o f things u p f r o n t , b e f o r e h e w a s

K5

w i l l i n g to p a y a m i l l i o n and a half d o l l a r s f o r a p i e c e o f

17

property.

18

e l e c t r i c at that time and knowingly entered Into tho o u r n e u t

19

m o n e y a g r e e m e n t , k n o w i n g that it w a s e l e c t r i c h e a t .

20

S o , I think he w a s fully aware that the heat w a s

Okay.

Okay.

A g a i n , I w o u l d find as a — a s a fact that

2i

o b v i o u s l y D e G r e e f defaulted o n the p u r c h a s e a g r e e m e n t and

22

of c o u r s e , i n that d e f a u l t , he failed to d e p o s i t t h e 1 5 , 0 0 0 ,

23

and i t ' s the C o u r t ' s o p i n i o n o r f i n d i n g —

24
25

MR. SHAPIRO:

Your Honor, you mean BID

Properties.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. ELGGREN:

3

THE COURT:

4

B I D — n o t him p e r s o n a l l y —
Yeah. R i g h t .
~ I mean BID Prop—all this

refers to B I D P r o p e r t i e s , y e s . I'm sorry.

5

MR. E L G G R E N :

6

THE COURT:

7

N o problem.
N o t — t h e r e ' s no p e r s o n a l

liability o n the part of M r . DeGreef.

8

That he defaulted, his r e a s — t h e r e a s o n , B I D

9

Properties' reasons for n o t purchasing w e r e either because

10

they found a better deal or w h a t e v e r r e a s o n , b u t i t had

11

nothing to do with the h e a t ,

12

A n d — a n d there w e r e other reasons that bolstered

13

t h a t , in case y o u want them, the fact that I believed

14

M r . K i p P a u l , I think is his n a m e , the real estate a g e n t ,

15

w h e n he said that at the time that B I D Properties defaulted

16

on the a g r e e m e n t , there w a s never any m e n t i o n as to the h e a t ,

17

[ as to the reason or anything, that it really w a s thtey found a

18

better d e a l .

19

I then go o n - - t h e Court would then go o n to find

20

that regards to damages that M r . Manka did suffer damages

21

from the s a l e , h e did not end up ahead o r even e v e n .

22

based o n the following:

23

remember their n a m e — R & K P r o p e r t y , whoever it i s , the other

24

p r o p e r t y — t h e other purchaser.

25

that the sale t o — I can't e v e n

MR. E L G G R E N :

J

Damages

P & K.
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THE COURT:

1

P & K, was under different

2

terms, that the risks involved in the second sale were more

3

substantial than the risks involved in the first sale, that

4

he had to borrow money as a result of the default and the

5

J second sale, not getting as much cash up front.

6

I

in regards to the note, the $10,000 payments, if I

7

remember the testimony right and went back over my notes,

8

Mr. Manka testified that he only received two of those

9

payments and then he had to turn around and sell that note

10
n

because he needed the cash.
Obviously you brought out, Mr. Shapiro, that he

12

might have had to do that anyway, but this was a fact of

13

what did happen, it's not speculation, it is something that

14

happened because BID Properties defaulted on their sale.

15

The Court found that of course Mr. Manka would have

16

gotten over 30 percent of the cash sale up front, which were

17

the terms with BID Properties versus the small amount of

18

cash he got up front with P & K Properties, that he had to

19

borrow money, or excuse m e , he had to pay an attorney for

20

arranging the loans and the sales of the notes, and this Court

21

did find that his damages approximated the $24,000 that was

22

testified to by Mr. Manka,

23

I feel that p l a i n t i f f — o r excuse m e , defendant

24

failed to show that those were not true damages or that they^

25

failed to show that Mr. Manka actually suffered no damages
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1
2

whatsoever from the best—from the second deal.
Again, the contract was for $15,000 liquidated

3

damage clause, and no cohesion clause, both experienced; I

4

find that the $15,000 that was in the

5

on the conjecture, the hard to prove, the $24,000 that was

6

testified to by Mr, Manka, although hard to prove dollar-for-

7

dollar, is—that they're not out of line with each other, that

8

the $15,000 is appropriate under the circumstances.

liquidated clause based

9

But the Court wants it to be known that even though

10

I guess I — I don't want to go against the Court of Appeals or

11

the Supreme Court, but I don't know what their logic is in

12

some of their findings,

13

knowingly enter into a contract which i s — a contract clause

14

which they find everywhere else but it seems to be in this

15

liquidated damages, that if two parties, experienced, there's

1G

no cohesion contract and they enter into a contract knowingly

17

and willingly, that a liquidated damage clause, I feel it

18

would be appropriate.

19

I mean, I find that if two parties

And so, I mean, I would have to say here that even

20

if the $24,000 wasn't proven, I would probably still go ahead

21

and uphold the $15,000 liquidated damage clause and tell the

22

Court of Appeals or the Supreme Court that if they want to

23

overturn it, they can overturn it; but I do feel that some

24

financial damages were suffered, even if they can't be

25

specific in nature, there was a difference in risk, there was
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j

a difference in the way the money came in and I feel that that
is damages that would have been suffered by the plaintiff.
The Court also finds that based on some of those

4

I Court cases, that looking at this in reality, I find that

5

I the $15,000 is in line with the 24,000 that was testified to;

6

but even if that wasn't the case, the 15,000 happens to be

7

I less than one percent of the total purchase price of this

8

whole deal, which I don't find to be out of line .anyway.

9

The purchase price, I think, was one million seven or

10

something—something in that neighborhood?
1.7 mi 1 lion.

MR. ELGGREN:

n

THE COURT:

12

1.7 million, and the $15,000,

13

I didn't figure it out exactly, but I know it comes out to be

14

less than one percent of the—of the total purchase price.

15

So I don't find that the liquidated damage clause is

16

unconscionable in and of itself.

17

So, this Court is going to therefore grant judgment

13

in behalf of plaintiff for the $15,000 damages prayed for,

19

plus interest and plus attorney's fees as prayed for, in the

20

amount of $4,080.

21

Interest is to start as of the time—the date of the

22

default, which I can't remember specifically when that call

23

was, but it should—you should have it something, the date

24

of the default.

25

There's no interest in t h e — i n the contract itself,
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2

so post-judgment, it's to earn now what is the legal rate,

2

which I think is 5,72 percent for the remainder of this year

3

is the way it's been set,

4

Just for clarification, reading back all of the

5

cases that you submitted, Mr. Shapiro, and I did read them,

6

most of them seem to decide on that the—the liquidated

7

damage clause had to be grossly in excess or pretty much in

8

excess—not grossly, 'cause some of them aren't grossly, but

9

in excess of actual damages, and in this case, I find that

20

there was enough testimony here that this Court could find

H

that it was probably $24,000 damages•
Also that the award had to be unconscionable to what

12
13

would be the feeling of a court of equity.

14

circumstances, I didn't find, or I wouldn't find that this

15

clause would be unconscionable, under this fact situation.

1Q

So, I do find them to be reasonable,

27

I

13

And that would be my findings.

J little disjointed, b u t —

20

|

2i

| is it ten percent per annum?

22

|

23

| judgment.

25

Does either party—

do you need--anybody need any clarification?

29

24

Under these

MR. ELGGREN:

THE COURT:

Your Honor, on the interest,

That's ten percent pre-

MR. ELGGREN:
THE COURT:

I realize it's a

Yes.
I think still remains in
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2

effect and then it becomes 5.7 2 after judgment.

2

MR. ELGGREN:

3

THE COURT:

4
5

Okay.

If I — i f I read the new

rules correctly.
I

MR. ELGGREN: That's the way I read them,
too,

6
7

Okay. Thank you.

I

8

THE COURT:
Mr. Shapiro?

9

Okay.

Do you need a n y t h i n g —
MR. SHAPIRO:

10

|

n

I Mr. Elggren?

Any clarification,

THE COURT:

N o , your Honor.

Okay.

Any clarification,

12

MR. ELGGREN:

13

THE COURT: -All right.

16

I'll ask you to

prepare the findings, the conclusions and the judgment.

14

15

N O , your Honor.

I

oka

Y?
MR. ELGGREN:

I will.

Thank you.

17

THE COURT:

18

so the exhibits probably could stay with the file.

19

times, we ask them to be withdrawn.

20

that up to the two of you, whether you want to withdraw them

2i

and maintain them in your presence pending appeal, or if you

22

want them to remain with the file.

23

24

These aren't unmanageable,

MR. SHAPIRO:

A lot of

I guess I'll--! 1 11 leave

I'd prefer to have them

remain with the file.
THE COURT:

Okay.
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I think the file is

1

small enough that i*/e shouldn1 t lose these.

2

THE CLERK:

(Inaudible)

3

THE COURT:

What?

4

THE CLERK:

They won 1 t stay with the file.

5

THE COURT:

They won't stay with the file?

7

THE CLERK:

They go to the evidence room.

8

THE COURT:

See, that's our prob- -we don't

6

9

Where do they go?

do what the District Court does e
Do you want to withdraw your exhibits or do you

10
11

w a n t — or do you want them put in a separate envelope and

12

marked> as exhibits with this case number and that's where

13

they 1 11 be.

14

MR. ELGGREN :

15

THE COURT:

Let's do that.

Okay. Would you make sure?

16

And that's—that's the memo, so-—that's a memo, that' s a trial

17

memoraLndum, thatfs the affidavit.

18

go into a—into a <separate file marked with that case number,

19

okay?

20

All of rest of the se will

And the rest of these wi 11 be here.
Thank yoij, gentlemen.

21

MR. ELGGREN :

Thank you, your Honor.

22

MR. SHAPIRO :

Thank you.

23
24
25

(Whereupon, this hearing was continued to
October 4, 1993.)
* * *
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Stephen B. Elggren (0970)
Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
SALT LAKE CITY DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH
REDWOOD PARTNERS, LTD,,a Utah
Limited Partnership BRUCE
MANKA, general partner
Plaintiff/
Counter-Defendants

REVISED FINDINGS
FACT AND CONCLUS;
OF LAW
Civil No,

vs.

000412? CV

Judge

MORRIS BLEDSOE, an individual
and BID PROPERTIES, INC., a
Corporation
Defendants/
Counter-Pl&intiff.
The trial of the above^-entitled civil action came on
before

the

Honorable

Dennis

Fuchs, Judge

of the

entitled court, on Jun£ 24 and July 9, 1993.

above-

Plaintiff

appeared with its counsel, Stephen B. Elggren of Elggren &
Van Dyke and Defenchant, Bid Properties, Inc., appeared with
its counsel, Bruce Shapiro.
The court received evidence and testimony and on July
15,

1993, the Court made its ruling, in which it made the

following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Defendants Bid Properties, Inc. and Morris Bledsoe

signed and entered into an Earnest Money Agreement with the

Plaintiff as evidenced by Exhibits "2" through "5" for the
purchase of the real property

("the

subject property") at

17 6 North Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, Utah.
2.

A term of the Earnest Money Agreement required that

$15,000.00 be paid and held as liquidated damages should the
buyer not close.
3.

Although the initial

Earnest Money Agreement was

submitted by Morris Bledsoe, Anthony DeGreef, a principal of
Bid Properties, had direct contact with Plaintiff and its
agept and

directly negotiated

the subsequent clauses and

addenda in the Earnest Money Agreement.
4.

Bid

Properties,

Inc.,

through

Anthony

DeGreef

ultimately removed all contingencies on November 16, 1991.
5.

The

Plaintiff

and

the

Defendants

were

all

experienced in the purchasing and selling of real property.
6.

Defendant Bid Properties was not coerced to execute

any terms of the Earnest Money Agreement.
7.

Paul Kip requested

Defendant

Bid

Properties to

deposit the $15,000.00 earnest money on several occasions.
8.

Bid Properties never made the $15,000.00 earnest

money deposit.
9.

Bid Properties failed to close the purchase of the

subject property for the reason that Bid Properties found
another project which it thought was a better deal.
10.

The natural gas/heat dispute was not the reason

Bid Properties failed to close the purchase of the subject
property.

11.

In early December 1991, Mr, DeGreef told Kip Paul

that Bid Properties did not intend to close or honor the
Earnest Money Agreement.
12.

Anthony

DeGreef of Bid

Properties, while with

Morris Bledsoe, met with Bruce Manka and Paul Kip at the
subject

property

and

inspected

the

units

prior

to

the

execution of the Earnest Money Agreement.
13.

Anthony DeGreef of Bid Properties knew that the

subject property had electric heat in the respective units.
Mr. DeGreef's testimony contrary thereto lacked credibility.
14.
to

Mr. DeGreef's experience in purchasing between 40

50 other properties

suggested

to the Court

that Mr.

DeGreef knew that the units of the subject property were
heated by electricity.

Had electric heat been a problem,

Mr. DeGreef would have raised the issue.
15.

Mr. DeGreef never told Kip Paul or Plaintiff that

the electric heat was a problem or the basis of nbt going
forward with the purchase of the subject property.
16.
damages

Plaintiff suffered approximately
which

included

(a)

approximately

$24,0000.00 in
$20,000.00

in

interest paid by Plaintiff and (b) more than $3,0000.00 in
attorney's

fees

Plaintiff

paid

which

were

necessary

to

arrange for a short-term loan Plaintiff needed after Bid
Properties defaulted on the Earnest Money Agreement.
17.
risky

and

The subsequent sale to P & K Properties was more
included

a

smaller

damages to the Plaintiff.

down

payment

resulting

in

18.
$10,000.00

Plaintiff

directly

received

only

interest

payments

pursuant

to

two
the

of

the

P

&

K

promissory note.
19.
specific

It was difficult
dollar

amount

Plaintiff that resulted
Defendant's

default

and

of

for the court to determine a
actual

or would
failure

damages

result
to

suffered

by

in the event of

purchase

the

subject

property.
20.

Defendant Bid Properties, Inc. failed to show that

Plaintiff did not suffer any damages.
21.

The $15,000.00 liquidated damage charge was not

excessive in that it was less than 1% of the total purchase
price, was not unconscionable, and was not out of line with
respect to the actual damages suffered by the Plaintiff.
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the court
hereby makes its:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.
Agreement

Bid

Properties

entered

for the purchase

into

of the

an

subject

Earnest

Money

property

from

Plaintiff.
2.

Bid Properties defaulted under the terms of the

Earnest Money Agreement.
3.

There was no valid defense to justify the breach

of the Earnest Money Agreement by Defendant Bid Properties,
Inc.
4.

Plaintiff's

liquidated damages.

actual

damages

exceeded

the

agreed

5.

Plaintiff is entitled to judgment against Defendant

in the sum of $15,000.00 principal plus 10% interest thereon
from December 1, 1991 for interest to July 27, 1993 in the
sum of $2,478.08.
6.

Defendant's breach of the Earnest Money

entitles

Plaintiff

to

be

awarded

attorney's

Agreement

fees

against

Defendant Bid Properties, Inc. in the sum of $5,448.00.
7.

The

Earnest

Money

Agreement

liquidated-damage

clause and award are not unconscionable.
DATED this

2/

day of October, 1993
BY THE COURT:
JUDGE
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above
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Bruce H. Shapiro
Attorney for Bid Properties, Inc
3760 Highland Drive, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, Utah
Stephen tf
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